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This issue of The Language Teacher signals the end of the old year, 1991, and preparations for the
beginning of a new one. Japanese bonenkai  celebrations, dedicated to forgetting those parts of the old
year we would rather not remember, and New Years’ resolutions seem to go hand in hand. In the spirit
of a new beginning, we offer a variety of practical ideas for teachers who are looking for ways to help
their students and themselves to make this coming year a more productive one.

First, Greta Gorsuch explains how teachers can help their students develop and reach their own goals
in a language class, rather than depending on outside sources of motivation. Next, Ronald Sheen
presents an explanation of the grammatical distinction between will and going to as expressions of
intention, at the same time evaluating a number of treatments in current textbooks and suggesting ways
of approaching and practicing the distinction. Elaine Voci-Reed then provides a discussion of stress
encountered by AETs  in Japanese junior high schools and presents strategies for coping with stress that
should be applicable to many other situations, as well. Next, Izumi Saita discusses, in Japanese, re-
search on classroom observation among JSL teachers and how to use new awareness gained through
observation in developing more effective teaching. Finally, Steven Linke suggests ways of making the
concepts introduced in beginning ESP-Business classes more accessible for students.

In the Opinion column, Monty Vierra questions prevailing approaches to teaching global issues and
Chikashi Furukawa clarifies his views of the scope of Japanese as a Second Language teaching and
the importance of negotiation among teachers and students.

As this marks the end of the first year of service for many of The Language Teacher staff, we want
to take this opportunity to thank all of those who have helped and supported us during this time of intense
on-the-job training. We have made our share of mistakes, but we feel that we have learned a lot and look
forward to a smoother production process, resulting in higher quality publication, in the coming year.

Carol Rinnert
Content Editor
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Feature: Gorsuch

Helping Students Create
Their Own Learning Goals

"What are  you going to do with your life?” must be the
question everyone, especially young people, most hates to
hear .  I t  br ings  feel ings  of  f rust ra t ion and bewilderment ,
especially if one doesn’t have a ready answer.

In the smaller  context  of  EFL classrooms in Japan,  the
teacher’s question “What would you like to learn?” whether
asked of middle aged businessmen, young college students,
housewives or even junior and senior high school students,
can have much the same effect. After six to ten years of lock
step English education in Japanese schools, where the teacher
is traditionally the primary source of information and inspi-
ra t ion,  most  Japanese  s tudents  are  tempted to  say to  the
teacher who asks what students want to learn, “Don’t you
know what we should be learning? Why are you asking us
what we want to learn?”

But the fact is, language students themselves are the best
source of information about learning and themselves: what
they need/want to learn and how to learn it. Unfortunately,
language students often don’t know this, and teacher’s don’t
have  ef fec t ive  s t ra tegies  for  ge t t ing  the i r  s tudents  to  ga in
access to this inner potential, thereby missing a golden op-
portunity to help students become more effect ive and em-
powered language learners.

It is easier than most teachers realize to get students thinking
about their language learning by using the structures provided
by clarifying and establishing learning goals. For example,
during a three to five month school term (if you don’t have
established school terms in your teaching situation, create
them), all a teacher has to do is some simple goal clarification
activities once or twice a week, depending on how often the
class meets. In the case of a class that meets only once a week.
goal clarification activities should be done during each class
meeting, taking perhaps ten minutes to do them. Ten minutes
may seem like a lot, but it is time well spent.

Here’s how to do it: during the first week of classes, make
students  aware of  the length of  the class  term. (If  you are
creating your own class term, three months is a reasonable
t ime span) .  You can do this  by making up a  term class
calendar and making one copy for each student, which they
wil l  keep.  The calendar  can contain  important  c lass  dates
(such as test dates, holidays, etc.) which you can either write
in beforehand or have students write in as a dictation exer-
cise. Refer  to the calendar throughout the term, and encourage
students to make use of the calendar by scheduling in their
own s tudy  t imes .  such  as  wa tch ing  NHK Engl i sh  in  the
morning threedays week, or spending thirty minutes reviewing
the night before a scheduled vocabulary test, whatever they
choose. The purpose of making a calendar an integral part of
class is to make students more aware of time and how they
can plan their time to best serve their learning goals.

by Greta J. Gorsuch
Kanto Junior College

During the first week of classes, hand out an index card to
each student. Have them write their name on one side of the
card, then have them write at least three responses to your
question, “What do you want to have happen in class this
term?’ on the other side of the card. Allow at least tenminutes
for this. This first time you do this, be prepared for a wide
variety of answers, some of which may seem vague, like “I
want to be a good student this term," or "I  want to make many
friends this term,” and some of which may seem appropriate
to you, as a teacher: “I want to have 100% attendance this
term” or “I want to get a 450 score on the TOEFL test this
term.” Don’t comment too much on this first round of goal
clarification. After all, most Japanese students have not had
much experience being asked questions like this. The idea is
to first get students used to questions asking them to clarify
their learning goals. One way to end this first goal clarification
exercise in a manner that builds class community is to collect
the index cards and scatter them on a table with the responses
showing.  Then invi te  s tudents  to  come and spend severa l
minutes looking at the responses of their classmates. This
will expose students with more vague goals to the goals of
students that are more specific and learning oriented. Then
collect the cards and take some time looking at them yourself
outs ide  of  c lass  so  you can become more acquainted with
your students and their ideas about their learning goals.

During the next week of class, return the in&x cards to
individual  s tudents .  Then,  take  some examples  (wi thout
using the names of specific students) of responses that stu-
dents wrote down on the index cards and use the examples to
begin training students to make their goals specific.

The student response, “I want to be a good student  this
term,” while well intentioned, doesn’t really mean anything.
it is difficult to know what the student means, and chances are
within a few weeks the student herself will forget what she
was thinking when she wrote it. Give students examples of
how this goal can be made more specific, like: “I will
complete  a l l  my homework on t ime,”  “I  wi l l  a t tend c lass
100% this term”; “I will participate actively by asking the
teacher one question per class”; “I will ask questions if I don't
understand”; or “I will watch one English movie per week
without Japanese subtitles.”

Explain to students that everyone will have a different way
of interpreting the goal “I want to be a good student this
term,” because everyone has different desires for and ideas
about language learning. The main point here is to get
students to clarify just what their ideas and desires are. If
some students have written specific goals on their index cards
the first time around, integrate the goals into your lesson.
Point out these  goals (again, without naming specific stu-

(Cont’d on p. 9.)
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The Simple and Prospective Futures-
A Problem of Grammatical Meaning

The purpose of  th is  paper  is  to  examine the  contras ts  and
similarities between the will (the simple future) and the going
to (the prospective future) verbal forms as a means of
expressing intention, and the treatment thereof in currently
available course books. I am referring specifically here to the
opposition of the two forms in such utterances as the following:

I  wil l  see him tomorrow.
I am going to see him tomorrow.

I am not concerned here with the use of will in conditional
sentences. Nor will I deal with the nuance of meaning
between the  s imple  present  and the  progess ive  in  terms of
“intention” although the teaching and learning of such meaning
naturally follows that of the two forms in question.1

Many languages  do not  have both  verbal  forms.  Arabic
and German, for example, have a simple future but no
progressive form. Japanese has neither a simple future nor a
progressive form  indicating future intention. French, on the
other  hand,  has both forms but  their  use differs  somewhat
from English.2

Whatever  the  contras ts  and s imi lar i t ies  that  may exis t
between an Ll and  Eng l i sh ,  no  Ll wi l l  have the  same two
forms and meanings  as  Engl ish  has .  Given the  pervasive
influence of cross-linguistic association, coupled with the
diff iculty of  learning two related forms,  i t  can be assumed
that the correct use of will and going to will cause varying
degrees of difficulty for all learners. Of course, if one is not
concerned with accuracy of form, the difference between the
two is of minor importance, for, as they both indicate intention,
mistaking one for the other will not cause any ambiguity in
meaning although there are situations in which the wrong
choice willsoundoddto a native speaker. However, for many
learners, it is important to be able to use the two forms
correctly. Furthermore, understanding the correct use of
these two forms creates the necessary foundation for the
learning of other means of expressing intention.

In order to do this, learners need to understand more than
the simple fact that both forms express intention. As they are
only occasionally used in “free variation,“3  there are clearly
differences  in  underlying meaning.

Time of Decision
The crucial difference depends on the time when the

intention is decided upon. If it is decided spontaneously
during a conversation, will is required to refer to it in that
conversation. If, on the other hand it has been decided upon
before the conversation takes place, going to is required.

An example will  make this clearer.
A man has  arranged a  meet ing with  his  boss  for  the

following day. As he is about to leave for a day, the secretary,

by Ronald Sheen
Nagoya University of Commerce and Business Administration

unaware of  the arranged meet ing,  says to  him,  “The boss
would like to see you some time.” He says, “Yes, I’m going
to see him tomorrow," using the going to form because he had
already arranged the meeting before his conversation with
the secretary.

If, on the other hand, he had arranged no such meeting and
the secretary gave him the same message, he would use the
will form and say something like, “Oh, thank you, I’ll see him
tomorrow,” because he has decided on the intention at that
moment. i.e. spontaneously.

A frequent example of this use of will is used in conver-
sation when some even creates an intention on the part of one
of the speakers. For example, the phonerings which provokes
the response, “I’ll get it,” this being a spontaneous decision.

This same will form is also used after such words as
Perhaps . . . . I think... and I hope . . . when the intention to be
referred to has not been decided upon. One, therefore, often
has exchanges such as the following:

A: I’m going to attend the meeting tonight.
B: I haven’t decided yet. I think I’ll stay in. 4

Textbook Treatments
I would suggest that the contrast between the two uses is

such that students cannot grasp it by virtue of simply being
exposed to appropriate contextual and situational use. This
results rather in the students’ regarding the two forms as
having the same meaning. It is, however, the approach which
is found in most course text books.

A feature, for example, of the structural approach was, and
still is to some extent, (cf. American Kernel Lessons series)
and over-emphasis on form with an unfortunate resultant
neglect of underlying meaning, particularly where gram-
matical form  is concerned. It was assumed, somewhat opti-
mistically in my view, that inductive mechanisms would
enable the students to acquire the meaning.

The functional and communicative approaches have moved
the emphasis away from form and given priority to realistic
language use. However, these approaches also have displayed
a marked reluctance to devote time and space to the explication
of meaning, seemingly relying on the acquisition thereof by
means of an inductive approach.

As most currently available course text books adopt a
communicative approach with varying degrees of functional
and structural content, it is fair to say that grammatical
meaning in courses today is not the subject of explicit
treatment.5 An examination thereof in terms of the approach
to the contrast between the will and going to forms reveals
this to be a valid assumption.

American Kernel Lessons-Intermediate (O’Neill,
Kingsbury, Yeadon, & Cornelius, 1978) deals with the two



forms in separate sections but does not relate them to each
other .  Nor  does  i t  deal  wi th  their  grammatical  meaning.
Furthermore, Kernel  Lessons-Plus does  no t  pursue  the
matter.

Encounters, in Lesson 45, “Discussing future plans.”
(Garton-Sprenger, Jupp, Milne, & Prowse, 1979, pp. 114-
115),  introduces both forms together but does not explain the
difference. What, one wonders, are students to make of the
difference when they are presented with a snippet such as this:

A: I’m going to answer this advert. I want to go to America.
B: Perhaps, 1’11 go abroad too. I’ll think about it.

The course book offers the students no explanations. The
teachers’ book provides the teacher with no advice on the
matter.

Meridian (Harmer, 1985) offers a similar approach. it
gives students ample exposure to the going to  form in Sec-
tions 16to 19as a means of talking of future plans. However,
in three instances, two dialogues and a written postcard, a
number of g o i n g  t o  forms are  used (pp.  155,  158 and 176)
along with will forms to express future intention. No expla-
nation is given of this. Nor does the Teachers’ Book offer any
enl ightenment .

The New Cambridge English Course (Swan & Walter,
1990) adopts a somewhat more analytical approach to the
teaching of meaning. However, in Book 1. Unit 23, there
appears the folowing dialogue (p. 112):

A: I’m going to hitchhike around the world.
B: Oh, that’s very dangerous.
A: No, it isn’t. I’ll be all right.
B: Where will you sleep?
A: Oh, I don’t know. In youth hostels. Cheap hotels.

However, no explanation is offered to help the student to
understand why both I’m going and will are apparently used
to express intention. The Teachers’ Book does not ignore the
matter, but it informs the teacher that the difference is of such
a complicated nature that it will be enough “for the moment”
to practise  the forms in context. The "for  the moment” would
lead one to expect the difference to be dealt with in Book 2.
This is, unfortunately, not the case.

These three course books are typical of the approach taken
in the large majority on the market today. However, although
I am critical of the approach adopted, one cannot accuse them
of openly misleading students. Unfortunately, this cannot be
said of Azar’s Fundamentals of English Grammar (1985).
“FutureTime” is the title of Chapter 3. On the first page, there
is a chart containing the following sentences:

a. I am going to leave at nine tomorrow morning.
b. I will leave at nine tomorrow morning.
c. Marie is going to be at the meeting tonight.
d. Marie will be at the meeting tonight.

There then apears the comment that (a) and (b) “have the
same meaning” and (c) and (d) “have the same meaning”
(p. 37). This might be acceptable in a course for survival
English. That it should appear in a book which aims to teach
grammatical form and meaning is to say the least surprising.
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There are notable exceptions to this failure to offer expla-
nations. However, one Flexicourse (Hill & Lewis, 1982)
goes to the other extreme and in doing so exhibits the type of
explanation which has given the deductive approach a bad
name. In the second of its nine modules, “Lower Clubs,” (an
infelicitous eponymous theme based on the game of bridge)
it introduces the following four forms as examples which
have appeared in a presentation dialogue:

I’m going to leave tomorrow.
I’m leaving tomorrow.
1’11 leave tomorrow.
I leave tomorrow.

It then invites students to discuss the differences with the
exhorta t ion:  “Try to  discuss  some dif ferences  between
them. You must not expect a simple easy answer. Now,
admittedly, the course is intended for U.K. foreign students
who have already taken a basic English course. But, seri-
ously, can one expect such students to discuss such com-
plexities in English? I would doubt very much that they
would have sufficient knowledge of English to do it even
in their own language. At the very least, one would expect
the authors to introduce such an exercise with only two
forms rather than four.

However, this is not the main criticism, serious though it
may be, that I wish to make of the approach to explanation in
this book. Explanation of meaning must be clear, readily
understandable and applicable as is the one I have used to
explain the difference between the will and going to forms. It
shouldnot be based on vague abstract concepts inaccessible to
most students. The authors of Flexicourse offer an explanation
of the use of the will form in what they term a “Helpful hint,”
by explaining that it "... is used neutrally when the speakers
sees the future as a simple fact (p. 7)." What on earth does this
mean?6 On the same page, the authors remark in a margin note,
“Remember the grammatical explanation can seem difficult.”
Difficult! I would think “impossible to understand” more apt.
Can you imagine the poor students pondering the "neutrality”
and the “simple factual status” of the intention they wish to
express? Just picture two students discussing the question in
their own language:

A :  Hey, I’m writing this English assignment about
my plans for tomorrow. I intend taking a crib
sheet into the exam and I am hoping to use it
without being spotted. Now, is my intention
neutral and a simple fact?

B: Gee, man, give your larcenous nature, this
intention’s far from neutral. But, then again,
given your success rate in that particular field of
expertise, it’s almost certainly simple fact.

A: O.K. So do I use “will” then?
B:  Why ask  me? I ’m only  a  s tudent .

Bob Dylan in “My Back Pages,” a song partly about
education, sings of “confusion boats.” With this sort of
explanation, “armada” would probably be more appropriate.

Other course books which attempt to offer students an
explanation do not, fortunately, follow the example of
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Flexicourse. They do so in terms of concrete situations;
however, they are not always successful. Orbit, (Harrison &
Menzies, 1986) Book 2, Lesson 10, for example, informs
students correctly that one uses the going to when referring
to plans already made but that one uses will when making plans.
However, this is not correct. When making plans, one uses
forms such as shall (as Book 1 points out in Lesson 77). How
about... Well, I think we should... and Let’s . . . . One normally
uses will  only after the plan has been decided in that con-
versation when we say such things as “OK, that’s settled;
we’ll meet on Saturday at 2 at your place.”

The teachers’ book for Meaning into Words-Intermedi-
a te  (Doff, Jones, & Mitchell,  1983) tackles the problem
succinctly. It informs the teacher of the difference based on
decisions made previous to a conversation as opposed to
those made spontaneously, including those uses of wi l l
preceded by perhaps and I think as in, for example, “I think
I'll go to the movies.” The teacher then attempts to elicit this
from the students by means of contrasting situations. The
explanation then appears in the students’ book as a summary
at the end of the section. Practice is afforded the student in the
form of pair and group work.

Survival English Composition (de Freitas & Sasaki,  1978)
is a Japanese version of Survival English (Mosteller & Paul,
1985). It (pp. 78-79) uses Japanese to explain the difference
between the two forms by using the following short dialogue:

A: There’s no sugar.
B: I’ll buy some./ I’m going to buy some.

There then appears a note in Japanese explaining the contrast
on the basis of previously made intention as opposed to a
spontaneously made decision.

So far so good. However, as Japanese does not differen-
tiate the two meanings and as the book only provides for
practice with short sentences to be translated, thus preventing
the creation of adequate context, it is unable to offer practice
on this grammatical point. This is a serious failing.

There is little to be gained by bringing students to an
understanding of grammatical meaning if they  are not afforded
ample opportunity to exploit that understanding in frequent
practice.

Explanations and Practice
The question of the use of Japanese and the necessity for

practice raises two interesting issues.
The position taken here is that one cannot rely on inductive

mechanisms for the acquisition of grammatical meaning.
Consequently, one must use some means of making students
consciously aware of it. This is particularly necessary when
one is dealing with forms which can be easily confused as is
the case with will and going to. The means one uses may
range from the consciousness raising of Meaning into Words
(Doff et al., 1983) through direct explanation in English to
the use of Japanese to make sure the students fully under-
stand. I have no objections to the latter. Explanation of
grammatical meaning is very demanding of students’ com-
prehension, which is probably one of reasons it is used
minimally in many course books. However, if one accepts the

principle underlying my argument, one should use the means
that can best help the students understand. Here in Japan,
clearly the judicious use of Japanese could be an effective
means. In fact, my preference would be for a combination of
consciousness raising using Japanese to make the students
aware of the problem, followed by a summarising  explana-
tion by the teacher.

There is, of course, an obvious problem here. Many
teachers, unfortunately, cannot speak Japanese. This, how-
ever, should not prevent the use of Japanese for explanation.
I take the position that course books for use by Japanese
should contain grammatical explanation in Japanese in those
cases (most in my view) where the sole use of English will
lead to confusion. The problem of the non-Japanese-speaking
teacher can be largely solved by the inclusion in the Teachers'
Book of English translations of the Japanese explanations in
order that such teachers can, at least. exploit them to some
degree. The proposal to include Japanesemay not, of course,
please publishers7  as it would increase their costs and reduce
their profits. However, that is a can of worms best left
unopened here and its contents left to wriggle elsewhere.

As to the question of practice, I do not favour the approach
of Meaning into Words, which relies on pair work, as it does
not afford the initial controlled and directed exercises required.
I prefer the creation of situations which require the choice of
will or going to. This may be achieved by the description of
a situation of created by the use of a gapped dialogue. An
example of each is given below:

Situation:
You have decided to play tennis with Peter tomor-
row. Your friend, John, phones you and asks you to
go bowling with him. You say:

Sorry, John. I  tennis with Peter.

Dialogue:
Peter: Did you go out last night?
John: No, I stayed in. What did you do?
Peter: Oh I... (phone rings)
John: I answer it.

Summary
The correct use of the will and going to forms to express

intention depends on an understanding of underlying
grammatical meaning. The essential difference is depen-
dent on the time when the intention is decided upon, the
going to form being used in the case of an intention already
arranged, the will form being used for spontaneously made
intentions. Most current course books do not offer expla-
nations of this, implicitly relying on an inductive approach
to enable students to understand the difference. However,
such a reliance on the efficacy of inductive mechanisms in
normal, formal classroom situations is not justified. The
complexities of grammatical meaning are such that students
need to be made aware of them. This should be achieved by
the creation of concrete situations to illustrate them, using,
where possible, the mother tongue to help students in their
understanding. Subsequent to their grasping the difference
between the two forms, students should be afforded frequent
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Feature: Sheen

practice through the use of situation-creation and gapped
dialogue exercises.

Notes
1 .The  question of the  expression of future  time is extremely complex,  the

opposition of will  and going to being  only a  part  of it. Leech (1985: 51-
65) offers an  excellent account mercifully free  of linguistic jargon.

2. In French, aller  plus the infinitive  may be used  where in English we
would use the will form for spontaneous  decisions.

3. Often in questions when WC do not know if an intention  has already been
decided, we might use either form as in, for  example:

where are  you going  to stay?
where will you stay?

4. In actual  fact, expressions  such as “I think I’ll...” are used sometimes
when an intention  has already been  decided. It is simply a  less direct way
of putting it.

5.  The choice one  makes between  inductive and deductive approaches is
dependent on many  factors, some of which an based on personal
experience.  I do not devalue the latter. Given  the lack of decisive
findings  of research comparing  the two approaches. what has worked  for
oneself is as good an argument as  my. For my own learning  of Japanese,
I have found a deductive approach the most effective. In fact, I am
debilitated by an inductive approach. In my own  teaching over the last
three decadcs,  I have found  that most students prefer to understand why
they make  choices in a  language (but some certainly  do not). However, I
am quite happy to admit that I am biased  in the matter.

6. Leech  (1985: 52) uses the term  neutral in  discussing the use of will.
However, this is in a linguistic analysis  and therefore,  quite appropriate.

7. In recent communications with two well-known British  publishers, I
have learned that their future plans do not entail the inclusion of
Japanese in  their text books.
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dents) and explain that these gaols will be understood clearly
even after several months or even years, and that this is the
mark of a truly specific and clear goal.

Once you think you’ve generally gotten the idea across
that goals need to be specific, tell students goals need to be
realistic, too. There is always one student who will say
something on his or her card, like “I will study vocabulary
five hours a day.” You might say to your students, “How
many in this class could study vocabulary five hours a day?’
When no hands go up (they won’t, believe me), tell students
that goals have to be something they know they are capable
of doing. Thirty minutes or an hour of vocabulary study, OK,
but five hours? Give examples of realistic goals to further
illustrate what you mean.

During the next  couple of weeks, get students to look back
at their index cards and rewrite their responses in a more
specific and realistic fashion, so they can be effectively used
as goals. You may want to have students work on only one of
their responses at a time so that not too much class time will
be taken up, if this is a problem for you. While students are
rewriting, go around the class and counsel students. Keep
using words specific and realistic when guiding students
during their rewriting.

In the ensuing weeks of term, get students to expand on
their initial responses. For example, if a student has come up
with the goal: “I want to have 100% attendance,” ask the
student how he or she can achieve this. Students can often be
quite creative with this, saying things like: “Get enough (8
hours) sleep,” “Make a partnership with my classmate where
call each other before class to make sure we’re both attending,”
or “Reduce the hours of my part time job so I can have more
energy.” Another example, “Learn fifteen new vocabulary
words per day,” offers a wonderful chance to get students to
think about ways they can most effectively learnvocabulary.
Students can say things like “Make flashcards and study them
on the train" or "Write down vocabulary I hear in conversation
in a notebook I keep in my purse/briefcase.”

Always make copies of student’s goals and goal expansions
for use when you talk individually with students about their
progress in class. For example: “Mr. Suzuki, it says here
you’re worried about learning the language for making an
order for machine parts over the phone. Are you making
progress with his goal?’ If he is not, you can then ask him
what is going on and perhaps make suggestions on how he
can learn what he needs to know.

Getting students to think about their own learning goals
in a gradual, consistent, and organized manner makes
students more aware of what they want to learn and how
they can learn it.
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Adjusting to Life as an AET
in a Japanese Junior High School

Every profession has its own set of stressors (those experi-
ences which require adaptation) that must be coped with in
order to carry out daily responsibilities. Being an AET
(Assistant English Teacher) in a Japanese junior high school
presents certain challenges, such as learning how to commu-
nicate in a foreign language; being unable to predict or
control teaching schedules; often being uninformed about
events, changes in schedule, and the reasons for them; having
to use outdated or inadequate teaching supplies, textbooks
that may seem unimaginative, and crowded classrooms; and
learning to adjust to cultural differences. Many days are filled
with ambiguities and uncertainties.

Three major stressors characterize the team-teaching ex-
perience:

(1)  Uncertain or  differ ing role  expectat ions be-
tween school staff members and the AET,

(2)  Poor communicat ion,  and
(3) The AET’s  l imited sphere of influence,  often

including limited interpersonal relations.

Research has shown that persons are generally able to deal
effectively with stress when they have clear and defined roles,
and the power and authority to effect changes. The typical
AET has neither a clearly defined role, nor enough power and
influence to bring about changes in the environment. It is easy
to understand, then, why many AETs  voice complaints about
their work and prefer to stay only one year in Japan.

Stress is a response to adaptation requirements; it may be
expressed phys ica l l y  (headaches,  back and neck pains) ,
mentally (inability to concentrate, forgetfulness, confusion),
emotionally (feelings of boredom, angry outbursts, depres-
s ion) ,  and  s p i r i t u a l l y  ( loss  of  v i ta l i ty  and  enthus iasm,  or
cynicism).

But some amount of stress is necessary for life; without any
stress,  we would die. Stress is what keeps us interested, alert,
and feeling challenged, rather than bored. It can be the spice of
life, or arsenic to us. When we don’t have enough stress, we’re
tired and listless; when we have too much, we can become
chronically ill and tense. The challenge is to find  the right
balance and manage stress so that it helps us achieve our goals
and feel satisfied with our lives.

What  makes the  dif ference between s t ress  that  is  good
for us and that which is bad? The answer seems to lie with
personal attitudes and the meanings we assign to life
experiences. An attitude is a perceptual filter based on a set
of beliefs. These beliefs result in apersonprimarily noticing
andresponding to situations thatverify their beliefs. (Truly,
believing is seeing!) In a thought-provoking book by
Bandler and Grinden  (1975). the authors discuss be-
liefs as “representational systems,” which they de-
scribe in this passage:

by Elaine Voci-Reed

Almost every human being in our culture has a number
of  per iods  of  change and t rans i t ion which he  must
negot ia te . . . .  Some people  are  able  to  negot ia te  these
periods as times of intense energy and creativity. Other
people, when faced with the same challenges, experience
these  per iods  as  t imes  of  dread and pain-per iod to  be
endured, when their primary concern is simple
survival...the  difference...appears to be that the people
who have a rich representation , or model of their
s i tua t ion ,  one  in  which  they  perce ive  a  wide  range  of
op t ions  in  choos ing  the i r  ac t ions .  The  o the r  peop le
exper ience themselves  as  having few opt ions ,  none of
which are attractive to them... (p. 12).

An example  of  how s t ress  is  inf luenced by individual
attitude concerns two AETs,  assigned to two different junior
high schools, and given a weekly “special” class to teach to
third year students. Periodically, changes would be made in
class schedules, but no one would inform the AETs. They
would prepare a lesson only to discover, at the last minute,
that the class had been cancelled. This continued for the
entire four month duration of their classes. One of the AETs
became more and more frustrated and angry about the situ-
ation, often feeling hurt and slighted by the cancellations;
eventually, he became bitter and cynical toward the school
and its commitment to “internationalization." He complained
to his friends that it was “impossible to work in that place!”

The other AET observed that many classes were periodi-
cally cancelled, besides her own. She reasoned that such
scheduling changes were to be expected when there were so
many demands on students’ time. She spoke to the head
English teacher about how frustrating it was not to be told
ahead of time when class was to be cancelled; while this
actually did not produce any improvement in information-
sharing, it did make her feel better to “ventilate” her feelings
appropriately. Eventually, she developed a sense of humor
about the class, calling it her “Phantom English” class.

Both AETs were experiencing the same set of circum-
stances, but seeing them through different perceptual fil-
ters. The former AET paid attention to the cancelled
classes, interpreting them as the school’s disregard of his
fee l ings ,  h is  ta lents ,  and h is  impor tance  to  the  interna-
tionalization process. The latter paid attention to the pat-
tern of cancellations in the overall teaching schedule,
interpreting them sympathetically as a shared common
problem among a l l  the  teachers  in  the  school .

Stress for AETs is defined less by the circumstances of
work, or the behavior of others, and more by internal attitudes,
beliefs, and assigned meanings. Or, as Dr. Hans Selye,
world-famous expert on stress and originator of the term
stress, liked to remind his audiences. “Stress is not what
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happens to you, but how you take it!”
Stressors  create opportunities for new learning by requiring

us to adapt. As we adapt, we develop previously unknown
areas of our coping skills, or draw on those leamings gained
through earlier experiences, or both. Thus, flexibility, cre-
ativity, and resourcefulness are skills we must bring to new
situations, if we are to successfully adapt to change.

The team-teaching experience has 3 common characteris-
tics that typically present the greatest challenges for adaptation:
uncertain or differing role expectations, poor communication,
and a limited sphere of influence.

Uncertain or Differing Role Expectations
If AETs  arrive in a school system with little or no prior

knowledge  of  the  cu l ture  in  which  they  a re  about  to  be
immersed, trouble is inevitable. AETs  must themselves as-
sume responsibility for becoming knowledgeable about the
hostcountry’svalues andattitudestowards foreigners; the role
of teachers; teaching methods and styles; and what to expect
while serving as an assistant to the primary teachers in the
school system. Some information can be garnered by reading,
of course; a rich resource can also be found in the numbers  of
former AETs who have lived and taught overseas. Most people
are delighted to talk about their experiences, and to give advice
to an aspiring AET. Many details that would not occur to the
novice can be described and these are invaluable in the
beginning to form a realistic “representation” of the AET’s
role. Former AETs can be located through the various sponsor-
ing organizations that are recruiting AETs  throughout Japan.

Once they have arrived, AETs  need to be good observers
of policies, procedures, styles, rhythms, and processes or
how things are done in their individual schools. Much can be
learned simply by paying attention. As most AETs  quickly
discover, Japanese organizations do not rely on formal written
contracts to convey information. In fact, contracts are a
relatively new idea in Japan. The wuntry has depended on a
network of personal relationships based on trust, hierarchies,
and channels  of  information.

Therefore, AETs can expect that some matters will be
specifically detailed in employment contracts (such as salary,
vacation days, health insurance, workdays), but that other
areas  wil l  be lef t  unexplained (such as  how many actual
teaching responsibilities will be assigned, how the Japanese
English teachers prefer to work with an AET, and if attendance
at school activities will be required). The work of an AET is
truly on-the-job training!

Often what schools expect from AETs  is determinedby the
genera l  p recedents  es tab l i shed  by  the  school  board  and
sponsoring organizations, coupled with the particular inter-
es ts  of  the  pr incipal  and teaching s taff  of  the  par t icular
school. Typically, these expectations cannot be determined
prior to assignment; the AET must simply wait to discover
what individual expectations exist.

Even after beginning work, the AET may not know clearly
what is expected, and the entire discovery process may entail
a period of prolonged uncertainty until the individuals re-
sponsible for scheduling andprogramplanning have reached
consensus .  This  can amount  to  a  per iod of  2-6 weeks,  or
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longer, in which the AET is on the  job, but without a definite
teaching schedule .  Also,  there  may or  may not  be an op-
portunity given to the AET to consult with, or share prefer-
ences with, the decision-makers, Patience and acceptance of
Japanese ways of doing things is in order.

Thus, AETs  must be able to deal well with ambiguity and
uncertainty, and must be flexible enough to tolerate change.
If the need  to know, or to control things, is too high, the AET
will be on a direct collision course with the Japanese style of
decision-making. In the role of an AET, it is better to err on
the side of quiet caution and patience than to flex the muscles
of direct confrontation and righteous indignation about “not
being told things.” Expectations will eventually become
apparent; from a Western perspective, the time spent in
uncertainty can seem an unnecessary and wasteful, if not
downright rude, way of doing things. Yet, from the Japanese
perspective, moving slowly and getting consensus before
informing the AET is a vital means of preserving the wa,  or
harmony,  of  the group.

Poor Communicat ion
AETs  soon learn that Japanese junior high school orga-

nizations seldom like to talk openly, or in advance, about
plans that affect their foreign staff. Rather than “go out on a
limb” and risk possible same or disharmony by discussing a
matter ahead of time and then not being able to “deliver” (if
the circumstances change, for instance), they often prefer to
keep silent and plan in private. As a result, the most frequent
complaint  of AETs  seems to be,  “No one every te l ls  me
anything around here!” How can this style be dealt with in
ways that respect the Japanese style, and also maintain the
AETs  sanity and self-respect? Here are several suggestions:

1 .  Decide  ahead of  t ime what’s  worth  knowing.  Many
Americans, in particular, seem to have tireless need to talk
and to be told. This is not always practical or necessary. An
example of how this quality can become troublesome follows:
An American teacher came to Japan as an observer on a 3
week tour, which included a home-stay with a Japanese
teacher and his family. The American teacher constantly
asked questions about things in his new world, such as “Why
are all the old women bent over like that?” “Why do all the
trucks have 3 lights on top of the cab?’ and “Why do people
let sound trucks into their neighbourhoods without com-
plaining about the noise?’ Not only were his questions
unending, but his questioning style (direct, forceful, abrupt)
did little to enhance communication with his hosts. While
this style might have been tolerated in the States, even
considered in some circles to be “engaging,” in Japan is was
oppressive. overbearing, and out of “sync.” It created a
constant imbalance and tension in the communication pro-
cess. Finally, the host teacher wryly nicknamed his guest
“Mr. Curiosity.” The message contained within the name,
however, was, sadly, lost on the American. He continued
throughout his stay to be blithely unaware of the discomforts
he was causing his hosts.

2. Establish a network of human resources for information;
don’t rely only on the official avenues of information. It can be
quite useful and necessary to have at least one Japanese friend



who speaks English well and who can help you stay informed.
This person can also function as a “cultural informant,”  as
well, and help you understand cultural differences. Also, many
Japanese people like to trade inside information, as most
Westerners do, so locate sources among students, neighbors,
English newspapers.  andotherteachers. In Japan, aselsewhere.
it’s who you know, as well as what you know!

3. Ask. But be selective, and tactful. Observe and learn the
local customary phrases and manners associated with asking
for information; every culture has them. Then use that
information to take responsibility for finding out what you
need to know.

Limited Sphere of Influence
The title Assistant English Teacher is meant to convey an

expectation; it describes a supportive role, not a leading part.
Yet, repeatedly, AETs  complain of being underutilized (“I’m
only a talking tape recorder!“). Bursting with ideas for
making English fun (not a goal shared by most of the schools,
by the way) and feeling unable to really contribute to helping
their students, they often find their frustration mounting and
spilling over into the entire experience of living and working
in Japan. Resentments and ridicule of the “dumb” Japanese
way of doing things can become daily companions.

Understandably, AETs  have a need to feel that they are
making a real contribution to their students and fellow
teachers. They have a need to feel important in the teaching
process and to feel valued and respected by the other human
beings with whom they interact on a daily basis. Such job
satisfactions are natural and reasonable to expect.

At the same time, the junior high school is Japan’s cultural
“boot camp.” It is the training ground for teaching Japanese
children about property etiquette, customs, and citizenship.
In this sense, schools are educational and political institutions.
This necessitates certain conditions in Japanese schools that
cannot be ignored. The following conditions contribute to
making the daily experience of team-teaching something less
than what may be desired, from the AETs  perspective:

1) Limitations on the Japanese English teachers’ curricu-
lum, teaching methods, and classroom goals. Junior high
school English teachers are working toward fixed goals,
prescribed by the Mombusho. The abilities to read and write
English are considered top priorities; all tests are based on
these primary goals with very little, if any, emphasis on
spoken English. Although the Ministry of Education has
formulated a plan to place more emphasis eventually on
communicative English, the current curriculum and tests do
not reflect that shift. Japanese English teachers are under
constant pressure to ensure their students’ good performance
on the high school entrance exams. If the students fail, the
teachers feel responsible for it, and parents  and schools agree.
Thus, team-teaching often consists of AETs  helping the
Japanese teachers reach the primary goal of improving and
strengthening students’ reading and writing skills. The re-
sult? Drills, drills, and more drills!

2. Limitations on the Japanese English teachers’ time. Most
Japanese English teachers are working 10-12 hour days,

bearing responsibility for after-school clubs, weekend activi-
ties, school trips, parent conferences, and home visits. They
also do an inordinate amount of paperwork and record-
keeping. They are a remarkably happy lot, considering the
hours they put in, and the volume of students they teach (on
average, 40 per class). Trying to incorporation an AET into
already-overburdened teaching schedules adds one more
strain to weekly tasks. Often, because the AET doesn’t speak
Japanese very well, there is increased difficulty as the teacher
must also be a translator, in and out of the classroom.

Gradually the AET may actually save the primary teacher
time, as they get used to working together. And, usually, the
Japanese English teacher’s own English language abilities
improve considerably during the time spent team-teaching.
But in the beginning, the AET is really a mixed blessing. It
takes maturity and understanding to develop a good working
relationship, in spite of such difficulties.

3) Lack of support for creativity in the classroom. Japanese
junior high schools have a clear educational mission: to
prepare students to pass the high school entrance exams and
to be able to read and write English. Curriculum is defined
above the teachers’ level, materials are pre-selected and
assigned, teacher training is uniform and conducted by
officially-approved staff. In some instances, certain teaching
methods and materials have even been the subject of court
cases, essentially preventing teachers from veering too far
from the approved methods and materials. Teachers must
follow a rigidly  standardized approach, and make  few, if any,
variations in their classroom instruction.

Because AETs  are typically recruited from Western coun-
tries, where teachers have more freedom in the classroom
working inside such a rigidly structured system can be a real
disappointment, and a source of constant comparison with
schools “back home.” But, by being prepared for the dif-
ferences and keeping realistic goals in mind, AETs  can
discover that the experience is greatly rewarding, informa-
tive, and enjoyable.

Reference
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Autonomous Teacher Development and Classroom Observation
by lzumi  Saita

Tohoku University

The article reports research in progress on self-appraisal and autonomous development of JSL teachers. The
questionnaire which the author administered to 37 JSL teachers and the report of group discussions among
those teachers reveal that although a fairly large proportion of teachers regard classroom observation  as
helpful, they are not necessarily familiar with ways to relate the discoveries they make through observation
to changes in their teaching. The author introduces the concept of the IDEAL problem solver proposed in
Bransford  and Stein (1984) and discusses its significance in bringing teachers tacit assumptions and beliefs
into consciousness. It is argued that flexibility in teaching can be obtained only through becoming aware of
one’s beliefs and viewing them in relativistic terms.
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Relevance and Real-World Knowledge in
Introductory ESP-Business Classes

Krashen’s work on comprehensible input as crucial to lan-
guage acquisition speaks well to the general field of second
language teaching and learning especially by focussing on
relevance (Krashen, 1982). Cook’s writing on syllabi that use
meaningfully realistic situations to overcome the artificiality
of the classroom extends this to ESP in general (Cook, 1978).
Given these as points of departure, it is then necessary to
question how not only the linguistic elements of business
English but also the content per se can be approached so as to
help students bridge the gap between their lack of knowledge
of the business world and the demands of ESP-Business
classroom. To expect students to comprehend the content
behind the language introductory ESP-Business without
meaningful and relevant conceptual bridges is like putting the
cart before the horse. Hutchinson and Waters accurately point
this out when they speak of utilizing ‘knowledge of the world” in
ESP curriculum design and implementation: “Understanding
discourse is not just a question of knowing the language. Use is also
made of conceptual and factual knowledge" (1990,  p. 181).

In introductory ESP-Business classes, students are often
neophytes at the vocabulary and discourse of the real world of
business and therefore of business English. Business often
evokes in them stereotypical images: cigar-smoking execu-
tives, high-power stock market dealings, exclusive and tech-
nical vocabularies. Naturally, most students feel it to be an
alien world and consequently regard the language of business
as inaccessible, but applying the concepts of relevance and
knowledge of the world can play a vital role in facilitating entry
into the seemingly irrelevant and unknown arena of  business.

Students, all students, and teachers are real-world consum-
ers, customers and clients of various goods- and service-
related businesses. We are all the targets of advertising and
sales promotion techniques. In essence, we are de facto part
and parcel of the business environment whether we know it
consciously or not. To tap and explore this identity before
approaching and while learning business English will greatly
facilitate the acquisition of this “specific purpose” language. It
will promote comprehensible input.

Introductory business English classes often focus on con-
tent areas such as basic business vocabulary, e.g. goods,
services, profit/loss,  production, and distribution; organiza-
tion; marketing, and sales and finance. If students feel these are
alien concepts outside their daily experience, they may have a
harder tune acquiring the language associated with them. In
Krashen’s words, the specific language studied may not be
comprehensible input to them. To overcome this often en-
countered situation. introductory ESP-Business teachers should
makeuseof the students "knowledge of the world" as a bridge.

For example, before beginning a unit on marketing, conduct
a brainstorming or free association type discussion on what

by Steven C. Linke
International Christian University, Tokyo

actual items (products or services)) the students purchase, how
much they cost (price), where they purchase them (placement)

and how and where these products are advertised (promotion).

These four Ps (Dowling and McDougal,  1982) are the basics
of most marketing texts, ESL, ESP or native language. By
categorizing the responses under these four headings, students
can see  that what they actually do as consumers in the real
world is in fact meaningful and relevant in terms of how
business people function and also use English in a specific
setting. They will then see that the experience of buying anew
Walkman or a discount air ticket places them at the center of
the business world-as customer. When student students feel
they are involved in the cycle.(s) of business activity, they will
feel more affinity towards the language used and needed.

As students’ general knowledge of their actual role(s) in the
world in business increases, they can then more confidently
approach and accept the specificity of content referred to by
Widdowson (1983). who states that “specificity, then, is in
inverse proportion to educational value...[but]  this does not
mean that it is necessarily to be rejected” (p.  105). If students
approach this specificity of content in introductory ESP-
Business without appropriately meaningful and relevant bridges
to their knowledge of the world, they find  little educational
value in ESP. However, more specific content and linguistic
elements need not be rejected by students if they can identify
and understand their own role(s) in the world of business.

In conclusion, introductory ESP-Business English need not
be regarded as inaccessible or overly technical if real-world
parallels can be drawn between the content and students’
awareness of themselves as active participants in the actual
world of business outside the seemingly artificial classroom
situation. Readings and communicative activities in class and
as field work should reinforce this bridging approach to the
teaching and learning of ESP. Then the S of ESP becomes less
externally specific anddaunting and more internally accessible
and identifiable to the learner. As Gattegno (1976, p. 14) put
it, students then “own” the language.
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‘The Communication Association of Japan’s
21st Annual Convention

The city of Sendai in northern Japan was the scene of the
21st annual convention of the Communication Association
of Japan. Around 150 participants attended the two day
conference to hear 40 presentations on all areas of com-
munication, its role in syllabi, and a special session on
forensics. A panel discussion on the problems andmethods
of oral communication teaching was designed especially
for high school teachers who are facing, on a national level,
curriculum changes aimed at making English language
education in Japan more communicative.

Also of direct relevance to English language teaching in
Japan was Barbara Fujiwara’s presentation, in which she
described a technique that incorporates learner training into
the study of cross-cultural communication through the me-
dium of English. Students look at an example of ineffective
cross-cultural communication and analyze the causes. They
then reflect on their own culture, do research on the target
culture, and finally present a simulation of a successful cross-
cultural encounter based on the same theme as the original
miscommunication.

Torkil Christensen’s presentation on “Large Classes and
their Influence on Language Teaching” revealed that large
classes can lead to a very challenging and effective teaching
environment if the teacher and students are willing to accept
very gradual progress, limited correction of homework, a
strong listening component, and the use of the target language
in the classroom. Bruce Wilkerson’s insightful presentation
looked at the new guidelines released by the Ministry of
Education, which attempt to bring a communicative compo
nent to English language education. From the perspective of
pragmatics,  Wilkerson outlined some of the obstacles, inher-
ent in the system, which could prevent English, or any other
foreign language, from becoming a tool for communication.
He concluded his paper with some very discerning proposals
for “re-humanizing communication,” including looking at
language pragmatically instead of exclusively as a tool for
passing information.
General  information about CAJ and copies of the two associa-
tion publications, Human Communication Studies and Speech
Education, can be obtained by writing Kazuhiro Hirai,
Executive Secretary, Communication Association of Japan,
Department of English, Otsuma Women’s University, 9-I
Kamioyamada, Tama-shi,  Tokyo 206, Japan. Next year’s
conference will be at Nihon University in Tokyo, June 27 & 28.

Reported by Eloise Pearson
Tokyo Metropolitan University

Current Research in Large Classes
Conference in Karachi, Pakistan

This conference was held in early September in Karachi,
Pakistan and was the fit devoted exclusively to discussing
the problems of language learning and teaching in large
classes. It drew participants from Africa, Asia, and Europe and
nearly 30 papers provided a stimulating diet for the participants.
It was organized by Zakia  Sarwar (a presenter at JALT ‘90) of
SPELT (Pakistan’s JALT) and Hywel Coleman of the Lancaster-
Leeds Language Leaning in Large Classes Research Project.

The conference provided an absorbing introduction to the
language teaching situation in Pakistan and other countries,
and we were all struck by the many similar problems we face.
Kaleem told how he helped his students to go beyond trans-
lation to read the lines, but that moving to reading between the
lines (interpretation) would be a disservice to students in his
kind of environment. Abbas and Collins reported how they had
adapted writing activities to classes of up to 150 students.

General language activities for large classes were detailed
by Cabraal (Sri Lanka), Pengpanich (Thailand), and Clint
(Nepal), and a number of presenters recounted their experi-
ences with m-service training of language teachers in Pakistan,
West Africa, Egypt, and Thailand.

Japan was represented by Virginia LoCastro,  who dis-
cussed large classes as one of numerous sociocultural variables,
stressing the need not to look narrowly in investigating language
learning phenomena. I presented on the links between false
beginners and large class learning.

A number of sessions were concerned with discussing the need
and relevance of large class research, and trying to outline the
directions we would like to see research on large classes take. Most
interest was expressed in investigating learner strategies and
attitudes, teacher training, task vs collectivist  methodology and
methods for dealing with unqualified  teachers.

The conference was followed by SPELT’s annual  seminar,
and here we were treated to a wide range of insights into
language learning in Pakistan. For me the most impressive
presentaiton was by Mumtaz, who had been preparing primary
school teachers without English skills to become English
teachers in primary schools. The first task was to learn to
distinguish upper and lower case letters. The one year training
course successfully prepared the teachers for their new duties
without resorting to translation and grammar analysis!

Anyone wishing further information about this conference
or the Current Research in Large Classes project may contact
Virginia LoCastro  or me.

Reported by Torkil  Christensen
Hokusei  Junior College

Hokkaido members of JALT are proud to announce the opening of their new office in Sapporo. Our growth has
reached the stage where a permanent address and telephone/fax support are a necessity.

We would like to extend our thanks to the guest speakers, publishers, and others who have provided
support for our chapter. Anyone interested in giving a presentation is encouraged to submit details to our
program chair.

We are looking forward to another stimulating year in 1992, and hope that the establishment of our off ice
wil l  improve communicat ions.
JALT-SAPPORO, 1-2-3-305 Midorimachi, Makomanai, Minami-ku, Sapporo 005. Tel/Fax: 011-584-7588
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From the JALT ‘92 Conference Publications Editor
As a result of having been assistant editor for the Conference most of your limited space talking about your background--
Handbook for 1991, several techniques have been per- tell them about the content.
ceived  that most delineators could utilize to make the
content which they construct for the said opus more ap-

Biographical  Data

pealing to the generic patrons. 
The biographical data should tell about who you are now.

To put that in plain English, I can see several ways that most
It should help to indicate why you might be a good speaker

presenters can make things easier for people at the conference.
on your topic(s). Your recent work and degrees are most
important if you put in a degree, use only your highest one.

Summaries Your work affiliations are also important to people. People
The above two paragraphs demonstrate some of the want to know why you might be a good person to listen to/

common problems with the submitted summaries.  The first  have a workshop from.
is the use of words. It is important to remember that people
will have about 20 seconds to read and understand your
summary. This will probably be done in a crowded noisy
room and many other summaries will be read. Readers will
only have a limited amount of time to understand your
vocabulary, so keep it as simple as possible.

The same goes for the structure of the sentences. A couple
of simple sentences are much better than a long sentence with
several clauses. The handbook is not a place for a technical
presentation: it is your chance to encourage people to come
to your presentation. While you have to sound intelligent,
your wealth of information should not be overwhelming.

In addition, the primary purpose of the summary is to let
people  know what is going on in your presentation. A
statement that clearly explains what is going to happen first
second, third, etc. is what appeals to people. Do not spend

Length
Both “Summary” and “Biographical Data,” as well as

‘“Title,” have maximum words/character lengths. Not the
maximum length and then count the words or characters or
spaces. In fairness to all and since extrapages cost money, we
cannot allow anybody to exceed the lengths. That means that
if you go over the length, the editor will rewrite what you
wrote to get it down to the proper length. The results of the
rewriting might not be what you want. At the same time, do
not slight yourself by ignoring the Biographical Data. You
are an important person! ! !

By following these simple guidelines, you can ensure that
your items in the Handbook will help to bring to your pre-
sentation the audience you want. It will also make life easier
for a tired editor.

Larry Cisar

Roger Griff iths 1945-l 991
Friends and colleagues of Roger Griffiths were shocked and saddened to learn that on August 2nd Roger

had drowned while on vacation in Thailand.
Roger first came to Japan as a Featured Speaker for the 1989 JALT conference, and then returned in April

1990 to take aposition at Nagoya University of Commerce and Business Administration. He was immediately
taken with Japan, and indeed decided to make this country his home as he began to carry out plans for an
ambitious research program in applied linguistics.

A second language acquisition researcher with a thorough academic background in psychology, Roger was
especially interested in two areas of research: the question of input modification to language learners (speech
rate, pauses, etc.) and the relation of personality variables to proficiency. It is safe to say that on arriving in
Japan Roger almost immediately became this country’s most prolific researcher in applied linguistics: four
papers in 1990, including one in Language Learning and another in the JALT Journal, and eight more either
published in 1991 or forthcoming, including two in the TESOL Quarterly and two in Applied Linguistics.

His unvaryingly high intellectual standards and prodigious capacity for work did not prevent him from
being a warm, charming, witty, and immensely companiable colleague, as those who worked with him can
attest. His death is a loss to the field of applied linguistics in general, and a personal loss to all who knew him.

Kevin R. Gregg
St. Andrew’s University

Sakai,  Osaka
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A  FUNCTIONAL COURSE  ~~  ~

FOR JAPANESE SPEAKERS
WCyc/e  Two has eight books, each an inde-

pendent short course in itself, so you can
select any combination according to your
students’ needs and interests, and depending
on the length of your program. The books
are arranged by “theme,” as follows:

Book1 . . . SOCIALIZING
Book 2 . . . HELPING OUT
Book 3. . . INFORMATION
Book 4 . . . PAST EXPERIENCES
Book 5 . . . INFLUENCING PEOPLE
Book 6. . . FEELINGS &ATTITUDES
Book 7 . . . CONVERSATION AIDS
Book 8 . . . DISCUSSIONS

WCyc/e  Two is tailored specifically for Japan
in the degree of control, the amount of
structural practice, the vocabulary load, visu-
al aids, and each step of the program.

n Classroom procedures have been chosen ac-
cording to their practical effectiveness. The
following are used regularly:
- Realistic role-playings using photographs

and “hidden” information to communi-
cate.

- Projects to provoke extended conversa-
tion: interviewing, decision making, prob-
lem solving, etc.

- Listening Comprehension practice: realis-
tic (semi-scripted) conversations, with
sound effects to bring the situations to
life. Accompanying worksheets focus at-

RECORDED MATERIALS

tention  on essential elements and then go
on to guide students in understanding
more of the detail.

WOptional  substitution drills quickly activate
the students’ passive acquaintance with
English grammar-in small segments and as
needed for the functional practice. Substitu-
tion tables show graphically the first sen-
tences of a drill.

The Lab Set is a lively combination of the  Listening Comprehension practice and the unique
function-centered structure practices. Tests are also available on tape, with accompanying test
sheets. There is one test to follow each book of Cycle Two.

The Cycle Two LC Tape Set, an excellent supplement, contains the Listening Comprehension
conversations and accompanying workbook; also included, from the textbook lessons, are the
Model Conversations and the short Dialogues.

seido language institute
12-6 Funado-cho,  Ashiya-shi,  Hyogo 659, Japan



JALT Positions Available

Reviews Coordinator
The Publications Board announces the new position of

Reviews Coordinator. This volunteer position involves re-
ceiving books and other educational material from publish-
ers, communicating with The Language Teacher and JALT
Journal Reviews Editors, and mailing materials to review-
ers. The position requires the administrative skills to deal
with large quantities of incoming and outgoing material, and
to keep in regular communication with a variety of people. A
two-year commitment is preferred.

JALT Journal Book Review Editor
Jane Wieman will be resigning as Book Review Editor for

the JALT Journal after the November 1991 issue. All inter-

ested JALT members should submit their CVs and a short
publication, along with a cover letter explaining their quali-
fications for this position.

The Language Teacher Book Review Editor
Mohammed Ahmed will be resigning as Undercover Edi-

tor for The Language Teacher as of the end of December,
1991. JALT members who are interested should send a letter
describing their qualifications, along with a CV and a copy of
a short publication.

Applications for any of the above three positions should be
sent to the Publications Chair: Carol Rinnert, Ushita Waseda
2-17-3, Higashi-ku. Hiroshima 732. Please indicate clearly
which of the three positions you are interested in filling.

In Appreciation
The Publications Board wants to thank all the volunteers who retired from service during the last year for

their hard work and tireless dedication to what can often seem like thankless tasks. Without their efforts, JALT
publications could not exist.

Thank you, Eloise Pearson, for the three years you devoted to doing such a good job of editing The
Language Teacher and your wise guidance the first half of this year as Publications Board Chair. Thank you,
Jane Wieman, for your hard work as the JALT Journal book review editor during the last three and a half
years. Thank  you, Marilyn Lloyd, for your two years of dedicated service proofreading The Language
Teacher. Thank you, Mohammed Ahmed, for all your efforts as book review editor this last year; we are sorry
that added work responsibilities forced you to retire so soon.

In addition, we want to offer thanks again for all your hard work to: Ann Chenoweth for editing The
Language Teacher and serving as Publications Board Chair, Rita Silver for serving as Undercover editor and
Louis Levi for editing My Share. In addition, a very belated thanks to Jack Yohay for all the years he put into
editing chapter reports and proofreading The Language Teacher.

If we can continue to find volunteers who are as conscientious and generous with their time as you all were,
we will be assured of a successful future for JALT publications.

Carol  Rinnert
Publ icat ions  Board Chair

Deadline
The 15th of December is the final deadline for receipt of all
submissions, including all announcements (positions,
bulletin board, and meetings) to be published in the
February issue.

Anything received on the 16th or after will go into a
subsequent issue of The Language Teacher.

December 1991
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An Apology

The first My Share article in this issue was to have been
printed last month as an integral part of the special issue on
Content-based Teaching. Through a series of mistakes and
misunderstandings, the article did not appear. We extend our
sincere apologies to the author, the special issue editor and
the My Share editor. We are truly sorry that all your hard work
and energy in coordinating the issue was undermined by
having the ar t ic le  lef t  out .

The Language Teacher Co-Editors

Promoting Discussion
with Discovery Sheets

Merritt Aljets
Osaka Jogakuin Junior College

Whether you have only a few hours, one semester, or a full
year of classes during which you want your students to
discuss a given topic or issue, discovery sheets may be
helpful. Simply stated, a discovery sheet is a list of questions
about the topic to be studied. It can serve as a suitable way
for students to begin an oral or written information exchange.

Preparation: Discovery sheets are a tool that can be modi-
fied to suit the course content and focus. For example, for my
one-semester content-based discussion course on the life of
Mark Twain, I write several questions which necessitate a
review of one or more sections in biographies on Twain.
The questions range from seemingly obvious information
questions like “In what year was Samuel Clemens born?”
to the not-so-obvious, like “What did Sam have to memorize
when he was learning to be a steamboat pilot on the
Mississippi River?” The question format can be chosen
help a student lead the discussion to cover the information
which is the most important, the most abstract, focused on
a certain interest, and so on.

Procedure: There are various possible procedures for using
the discovery sheets, but I have used them in the following
two ways in the aforementioned course:

Version I: In the fist version, discovery sheets are given to
two students who will work as a team on a presentation
concerning a certain timeperiod in Twain's life. The presenters
arc given the questions one week before their presentation
day. Not only are they  tofindtheanswers to thequestions, but
they must also anticipate explaining andclarifying any terms
(such as “top-hatted escorts” or “scoundrels”) that they
believe will be unfamiliar to their classmates. They are also
encouraged, but not required, to prepare any visual aids that
they feel would be interesting and helpful, such as a map of
Missouri or a drawing of a steamboat. On the day of the
presentation, the other 2.5 to 28 students, (the "audience”)  are
each given a copy of the discovery sheet, on which they fill
in the answers during the presentation. I also listen to and
evaluate the presentation and fill in a sheet so that I can use
the information to make questions for the final examination
given at the end of the semester. Either during or after the
presentation, the other students must ask clarification or
discussion questions.

Version 2: The fist method has worked quite well for the ten
to fifteen presentations given during the semester. However,
sometimes there is very little class time left for spontaneous
discussion, and it is difficult to keep track of which students
asked questions so they can be given credit. Therefore, I
adapted a second way of using the discovery sheets. In this
version, the class is broken down into small groups of five or
six students each. Over the semester, the members of each
group take turns  being the presenter within their group. That
is, there are five or six presentations occurring simultaneously
during a class session. In my Twain class, each student gives
three presentations to the group each semester. The other four
or five members of the group, each of whom has been given a
copy of the questions, take turns asking their group leader
questions. To create a larger information gap or simply for
variety, I sometimes split up the questions among the group.
That is, I put only two or three questions on any sheet, so the
rest of the group have to listen for the questions as well as the
answers. Again, the presenter is expected not to simply parrot
the words found in the information source, but to interpret and
explain the information in simpler English. It is important for
the presenters to understand that they are not just taperecorders,
but must perform the summarization and clarification tasks
that the others would need to do  if they had been required to
read the material. A concern is that since it is impossible to
listen to each group’s entire presentation there is no effi-
cient way to make sure everyone receives the same, or even
the correct, answer. Spot checks can be made, of course,
and, if time permits, the groups can be reassembled into a
second set of groups, each of which includes one person
from each of the original groups. These new groups can
then compare and review the answers they recorded in their
first group and correct any discrepancies; again, through
discussion in English.

Either procedure for using discovery sheets works well,
although using them with small groups gives each of the
students more opportunities to speak. A potential problem
with small groups is that the presenters have a tendency to
explain in Japanese instead of simpler English or to spell
instead of explain the unfamiliar words. They must therefore
be reminded occasionally to use English to make their
listeners understand  the material, rather than just copying
words which are meaningless to them. This is, of course,
important in a content-based course.

It should be obvious that there is no set design for discovery
sheets. The design for your class may depend on such
considerations as the focus, the amount of information you
want to "give"  your students, the amount that you want them
to produce spontaneously, and so on. With either method, the
use of discovery sheets helps make the presenters more aware
of how well the others are understanding them, and the flow
of information is improved. The activity gives students a step
in the right direction toward organizing and leading a focused
group discussion.

Merritt Aljets  is an  assistant professor of English at Osaka
Jogakuin Junior College.
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SPECTRUM is a complete six-level course fo adult and young adult learners of
English featuring a unique “natural” approach to language learning: Rich language
input is provided in authentic conversation accompanied by receptive activities
that help students absorb new functions tructures, and vocabulary. Real-life
language tasks offer both focused practi opportunities for natural inter-
action, promoting both fluency and cy. Students progress from the
beginning to the advanced level a s ey follow a comprehensive and carefully
graded syllabus. ,.p.
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Spectrum also features:

l Thematically based lessons
l Comprehensive coverage of all four skills
. Listening activities in both the student book and workbook
l Authentic-sounding conversations, telephone messages,

public announcements, and radio broadcasts on cassette
l A complete testing package
l Companion teacher’s editions
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Bringing Christmas into the Lesson Objective:

Classroom with Video 
1. To introduce Christmas as an American holiday
2 .  To make the study of English more alive and appealing

By Sophia Shang 3 .  To encourage students that they can understand the story
without having to understand every word

As Christmastime draws near,
people anticipate it for a num- Materials  Used
ber of reasons. Department 1 .
stores take advantage of the

The video A Charlie Brown Christmas, by Charles
Schultz

situation, and so can the 2.
teacher, by bringing Christmas
into the classroom. A connec- 3 .
tion can be made between the

“real” world and the “classroom” world. Using one of 4 .
America’s favorite Christmas shows, “A Charlie Brown 5 .
Christmas”, students can enjoy learning English. This show
also brings much joy, excitement, and entertainment.

Pictures of the characters Charlie Brown, Sally, Lucy,
Linus, Snoopy, Schroeder, Pig Pen, and Frieda
Pictures of a roadside mailbox, decorations, stable,
manger
A Nativity set (or picture)
Accompanying handout (to be modified according to
lesson objectives):

A Char l i e  Brown Chr i s tmas  by Charles Schultz

A. Main Characters

Charlie Brown: a person with many problems
Sally: Charlie Brown’s younger sister

Snoopy: Charlie Brown’s dog
Lucy: a person with answers for everything

Linus: Lucy’s younger brother
Schroeder: a person who loves his piano

B. Vocabulary
1. Lucy is an advisor or counselor. People come to her

and te l l  her  the i r  p rob lems,  She te l l s  them what  they
should do to solve their problems.

2.  Charlie Brown has a problem. He has panaphobia.

He is afraid of everything. (pana -  all, phobia = fear)

3.  Shakespeare wrote many plays: for example,
Romeo and Juliet. Charlie Brown’s friends are going
to perform a play about Christmas.

4.  Lucy gives everyone a script. This paper tells what

each person will say in the play.

5.  Snoopy puts lights and decorations on his house to
make it beautiful for Christmas.

6. Snoopy’s house is the most beautiful. He wins first
prize in the Lights and Display contest.

C. In the Christmas play
Charlie Brown is the play director.

Snoopy  is  a l l  the  an ima ls  in  the  p lay .
Pig Pen is the inn keeper. He is the manager of a small
ho te l .

Frieda  is the inn keeper’s wife.

Linus is a shepherd. He takes care of sheep.

Sally is a shepherd’s wife.

Schroeder is the pianist.
Lucy is the script girl. She gives everyone a script. She wants

to be  the Christmas queen, but there is no queen  in this play.

D. Video story

Everyone is happy because it is almost Christmas; but
Charlie Brown isn’t! He doesn’t understand why people are

happy a t  Chr is tmast ime.  He goes to  Lucy  fo r  adv ice .  She te l l s
him to be the Christmas play director. On the way to the
theater ,  Char l ie  Brown meets  Sa l ly .  She asks  Santa  C laus for

many presents. Charlie Brown tries to direct the play at the

theater .  Then he goes  w i th  L inus  to  f ind  a  good Chr is tmas t ree .
They br ing a  t ree back to  the theater ,  but  nobody l ikes  i t .  The

tree is too small. Charlie Brown is very sad. Then Linus tells the
Chr is tmas story .  Char l ie  Brown takes the t ree home.  He th inks
about  the  rea l  mean ing o f  Chr is tmas.  He t r ies  to  decora te  the

t ree.  He th inks  he has k i l led  i t .  He becomes very  sad aga in  and

goes home. His friends decorate the tree. Charlie Brown

comes back and is surprised at his beautiful tree. His friends
sing “Hark the Herald Angels Sing” to Charlie Brown. They
wish h im a Merry  Chr is tmas.  Now he understands why people

are happy at Christmas.

E. Questions
While you are watching the video, find the answers to the

fo l l ow ing  ques t i ons :
1 . What is the title  of the program?

2. Did Charlie Brown get any Christmas cards?

3. Whom did Charlie Brown ask to help him?
4. What did Sally ask Charlie Brown to do?

5. Did anyone listen to Charlie Brown as the director of
the play?

6. Who likes Linus?

7. What did Linus and Charlie Brown look for?

8 . Were his friends happy with the Christmas tree?

9. Who told the Christmas story?

10. Everyone decorated the Christmas tree.  Where did
they f ind  the  decora t ions?
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Press
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l For complete beginners
l Useful, everyday language
l Activities graded within the unit
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Time Schedule
(One 90-minute class period)

Preparing students to watch video: 45 min.
Viewing time: 25 min.
Follow-up: 20 min.

Teaching Plan
1. Introduce the  topic of Christmas: 5 min.

2. Distribute handouts to students.
a .
b .
C.

d .
e.

f.
g.

introduce the main characters with pictures
go over vocabulary
introduce the Nativity scene
read the Christmas story in Japanese, then English
match Peanuts’ characters with those in the Nativity
scene
have students take turns reading the summary aloud
go over the comprehension questions; make sure
students understand what they will be looking for
during the video

3 .  Watch video without stopping: 25 min. If students need
cues to find the answers, the teacher can announce the
number of the question just before the answer appears in
the video. (However, this makes students look down at
their paper instead of focusing on the TV screen. New
language labs have TV screens on the students’ desks,

in which case giving cues would not be so disturbing.)

4 .  Read the questions aloud and check answers 15 mm.

5. Wrap-up: 5 min.
a .  Students write their impressions in two or three

sentences; teacher collects them
b .  Rewind the last minute of the video. Everyone sings

with Charlie Brown.

Conclus ion
A Charlie Brown Christmas has been used successfully

with false-beginner and intermediate levels. It provides stu-
dents with a challenge to be able to understand an authentic
video meant fornative speakers. If the pre-viewing teaching is
thorough, the students can follow the story, and pick up on the
characters’ emotions through attention to facial expressions,
body posture, and gestures. A non-stop, global viewing tech-
nique rather than several short sequences helps students feel a
sense of achievement and a little more self-confidence when
they realize that they don’t need to understand every word to
get the meaning. Video is another useful tool for language
teaching, bringing variety to the classroom and promoting an
affective atmosphere for learning English.

Sophia Shang  is a member of JALT Kagoshima Chapter
Video SIG.
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Opinion
Concerning Global Issues what exactly is this thing, capital-T ‘Truth?”

by Monty Vierra

When I read the May, 1990, issue of The Language Teacher
on global issues, I was encouraged by Kip Cates and Kevin
Mark’s call for reflection on the many seemingly insur-
mountable problems facing us-war, pollution, violations of
human rights, famine, and so on (p. 2). I had hoped that the
articles in that issue would foster increased discussion of such
problems.

Since the teacher, appropriately enough, is going to be the
one who presents “materials related to the subject under
discussion...an outline of the scope and history of the issue..or
fact sheets” (p.  32). we can safely presume that it is the teacher
who selects the issue. How can we protect the students from
having to deal with a stacked deck?

However, after reading all of the articles, I was filled with
many more misgivings than when I had started out. In the year
since that issue came out, I have come to have even more. It is
these misgivings I want to share with my fellow teachers.

To illustrate the First Step-agreeing on the problem--
Higgins poses some questions. For example, under the issue of
World Hunger-is the root problem a lack of food or a lack of
agricultural resources, a lack of proper distribution of existing
food supplies or an immoral marketing system that leaves
millions to die? (p.  32)

Before I do so, I should state at the outset that in encouraging
reflection I am not discouraging action. However, both ends
and means must be justified, and to be justified both our ideas
and our actions must be subject to open examination and
constructive criticism. It is perhaps more important to weigh
very carefully the objections to our proposed panaceas than
simply to carry them out in short order.

If the teacher poses such questions, the teacher will be
stacking the deck. After all, we could also ask if the root
problem is governments that systematically induce famine to
destroy opposition, or military leaders that siphon off grain
and other food shipments that are sent by well-meaning fund
raisers in developed countries, or desertification,  or.... Stack-
ing the deck in this way is a subtle form of preaching.

For example, in “Education and Action Beyond the Class-
room,” Julian Bamford says, “It doesn’t matter what you do,
just do it” (p.  35). This is anunfortunate choice of words, even
though the context in which they were given was benign. His
meaning-intended or not-is that the ends justify the means.

Ideally, the question should be open-ended;  for example,
what are the causes of world hunger? Looking for one “root”
cause is not only simplistic-it likewise stacks  the deck. The
open-ended question, of course. could take days, weeks, or
longer, as the students--"firmly  committed to uncovering the
Truth" -- investigate  this question as thoroughly as possible.

For his part, Kip Cates, in "Teaching for a Better World....,"
quotes rock musician Bob Geldof as saying, “If we don't  do
something, then we’re participants in a vast human crime” (p.
4, emphasis in the original). It sounds quite like the slogan of
violent '80s revolutionaries: "If you are not part of the solution,
you are part of the problem.” Even if Cates, via Geldof,
opposes the violence such simplistic slogans imply, such
slogan are still the exact opposite of a call for reflection.

The other steps Higgins proposes seem to me to be quite
remote from  this open-ended approach. For after everyone
agrees on the problem everyone must agree on the “principles
or politics involved.” Although he says all such principles or
policies should be stated, he doesn’t say who will state them.
The teacher, however, will “carefully explain what is meant by
the word principle.”

Thus, my greatest worry is that “global issues” will be used
by unscrupulous teachers to foist their own “world view” on
unsuspecting youngsters. In my experience, most students
here in Japan simply do not  have the wherewithal, intellectual
or cultural, to defend themselves even in Japanese; they are
utterly at sea in a foreign language such as English.

In short, the teacher plays a major role by “defining the
parameters” of each group’s focus and by feeding the groups
information. In addition to all this, the teacher is supposed to
insure what students do all their discussion “in the target
language.” Is this a sop to our role as teachers of English--or
is it simply an excellent means to make sure the students stay
“Committed?’

For example, in abegitming ESL reading  text, the author set
up a thoroughly biased argument infavorofbilingual education
in U.S. schools; when she presented the opposing view, she
grossly distorted it (Markstein, 1987, pp. 63-65). How many
beginners, false beginners, or even intermediates could tackle
such subtleties? So far I’ve not met any.

The part that worries me the most, however, is the Fifth
Step, Here, “the group should try to make a unanimous
decision. as division only serves to add to the problem, rather
than solve it.” This  view is perfect for the global preacher.
Lenin, Goebbels,  Khomeini, and countless others have shared
this view; I do not.

Perhaps Cates and Mark, the editors of the issue, believed
that the article by Michael Higgins, “Overcoming Teacher
Bias...,” would assuage such fears, but it is precisely that
article which troubles me most.

Conclusion

Stacking the Deck?
Higgins tells us that in order to avoid teacher bias, we should

use the “consultation method.” In this method, the group “has
two main purposes: to create unity and to be firmly committed
to uncovering the Truth” (p. 32). Unity can be achieved by
agreement or by acquiescence. How will we know for sure
which it is? How well we measure “fii commitment?” And

I don’t have the space to go over every troubling point raised
in the various articles on global issues. I invite interested
readers to refer to the issue in ques tion. However, from reading
what the authors of these articles had to say and from listening
to a good number of self-proclaimed global  teachers, I have the
impression that some of them have already arrived at all the
answers to all of the world’s problems. They therefore are not
open to any approaches to solve the problems other than their
own. Worse yet,  some are using global issues as a front to
indoctrinate students in their own world view.
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I would like to propose an alternative, inspired in part by the
comments of John Fanselow. At the JALT conference in Omiya
(1990).  Fanselow said, “Let  such changes begin with me.”

My alternative is to have us teachers engage in global dis-
cussions among ourselves first.  Let us see what consensus we
can reach before we ask it of our students. L-et us test on
ourselves the ideas and techniques that Cates,  Higgins, et al.,
have suggested before we impose them on our students. In
short, let such changes begin with us.

References
Cates,  K.. & Mark, K. (Eds/).  (1990). Global issues in language education.

The Language Teacher, 15(5). 2-39.
Markstein, L. (1987). Developing reading skills beginning. New York:
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Monty  Vierra, 39, has been teaching EFL for the last  three
years in Japan. He has been involved in global issues since he
was 16.
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Readers ' Views-

Is JSL one discipline?
by Chikashi Furukawa

The National Language Research Institute

In response to the Opinion article by Keiichi Koide in the
September issue of The Language  Teacher, the author ex-
plains how his comment in the Asahi article was taken out of
the context in which he made it and reduced in scope. What
Furukawa actually meant was: 1) It is a false assumption that
education at university level is always better than at any other
kind of school. 2) JSL should not be considered as one
discipline. It is actually part of a wide range of educational
issues; e.g. involving overseas students, refugees, returnees,
and guest workers’ children. The role of JSL is better defined
independently in each area. 3) “Good education” for the
author is created through interaction and negotiation among
teachers and learners.

Dear Sir,
I agree with Richard Evanoff's  article in the August

edition of TLT.  The teacher’s job is to transfer his knowledge
to his pupils in the best way he sees fit. The job is incomplete
if the student has not gained the knowledge. The teacher
should be sensitive to where the problem lies for each
individual student, no matter the time spent.

However the problem lies in that time spent. In a class of
about 12 a teacher can sort out the problems and monitor the
work of each individual. The bigger the class this task
becomes impossible in the time given for a lesson. Of course
it depends on the work and the pupils involved. When you
have a lot of students each on their level, each demanding
your help, you find  that you can not divide your body or voice
box into four or five different components. So what do you
do if this happens? Tell them to wait? Maybe it’s a long wait.
What shall they do in the meantime? Give them some more
work to do? What happens if they didn’t understand the last
piece or they don’t understand the new piece of work?

The school teacher faces this dilemma. Nearly every teacher
knows the slower pupils need more help, but there again what
happens to other students in the meantime? Having worked as
Special Needs teacher in state schools in England for two years
I am fully aware of the time factor when trying to run
individual programs for students in the class of more than
about 15. It’s a dilemma for the school teacher and I am
interested in any practical solutions and I don’t mean running
between desks or sharpening my explanation skills or working
after the bell because I’ve done all that!

The thing about the article is the heading, “Why Students
Shouldn’t be Evaluated.” However the author is merely
arguing that students should learn no matter the time given.
In fact he approves of evaluation, in order to find out if the
student has understood. Mr. Evanoff reevaluates a number of
times, if necessary, to make sure the student understands
what he is teaching him.

School evaluation in terms of A, B. C, D, E is a reflection
of the time limit imposed on a teacher. Of course students
who get As are the ones who have understood the work best.
The ones who have got Es are the ones who have understood
it the least. Maybe the Es could have got an A, given time, but
the teacher has not got the time. If he makes time for the Es,
everyone who needs to learn more, loses out. A school lesson
is a compromise.

Yours sincerely,
Stephen Ford
Foreign Consultant

Yokohama City Board of Education

I I I  I
Copies of materials for review should be
submitted to The Language Teacher Book
Review Editor, Mohammed Ahmed
(address, p.1).

JALT Research Grants
JALT annually offers small grants for research or the
developmentofexperimental materials. Contact the JALT
Central Office for specifics.

I 1 , J
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Students and Teachers Writing Together: Perspectives
on Journal Writing. Joy Kreeft Peyton, Editor. TESOL,
1990. Pp. 154. $11.95.

Journal writing has become a requirement in many ESL
writing classes, especially in those which are “interactive”
and “process-oriented.” With its emphasis on content and
interaction with an authentic audience, journal writing can
be a powerful tool to engage students in a highly commu-
nicative and meaningful writing process. However, jour-
nals seem to play a rather limited role in the classroom,
often being treated as something adjunct or supplementary
to other writing assignments.

The contributors to Students and  Teachers Writing To-
gether all use journal writing in their classes as an integral part
of the syllabus. The book is a collection of 7 papers, organized
into three groups according to the issues they address. Although
each paper examines journal writing from a different per-
spective, they all share common assumptions and beliefs; they
regard journal writing as a valuable activity which allows
students to explore personally-relevant topics and receive
feedback from teachers and peers who participate in the
process as collaborators rather than evaluators.

In Part 1,  journal writing is examined in relation to curricu-
lum design. Meath-Lang  suggests that dialog journals can be
used as amethodofreshapingthecurriculum. Presenting some
journal exchanges of deaf students and teachers, she demon-
strates that students can control their own learning and teachers
can reflect on their teaching to make revisions in the program.

The second part of the book deals with effective uses of
journal writing in the classrooms. In the first  paper, Vanett &
Jurich  show how journals can provide a linkbetweenpersonal
writing and formal (academic) writing through carefully-
planned steps and various activities developed from journal
entries. In another paper, they discuss the new roles they have
taken on as teachers. They report that they became “collabo-
rators” by writing along with their students, coming to be
perceived as friends and individuals as well as teachers. As a
result, they were able to create a classroom context which was
supportive and democratic. Walworth relates interactive reading
theories to content-focused use of journals and demonstrates
how journals can be used in literature classes for deaf students
to develop students’ reading skills and enhance understanding
by discussing texts with the teacher through written dialog.

Part 3 addresses the question of whether students actually
learn from writing journals. Joy K. Peyton presents a study of
morpheme acquisition over 10 months time in the dialog
journal writing of children learning ESL. and argues that
journal writing can provide a promising context for language
acquisition, enabling teachers to examine their students’ lan-
guage  development over time. Describing how students in an
adult ESL writing course adapted to the conventions of this
particular type of writing, Lucas shows that the students in her
study benefitted  from the  writing, building confidence as they
engaged themselves in the process of reflective thinking.
Finally, Albertini presents a schema for analysing coherence
and shows that students can write coherent, organized texts
despite their lack of control over certain structures. He argues

that teachers can use journals to help students foster coherence
in their writing by responding to them carefully in ways which
will make them work on their writing at the discourse level.

The insights and conclusions presented in these papers are
based on careful monitoring of journal exchanges in the
classrooms over a long period of time, and each includes
excerpts of students and teachers’ writing to illustrate specific
pints. The book also reminds us that journal writing can be
used in a variety of contexts such as ESL/EFL, writing in the
content areas, education of the deaf, and writing research.

In short, the authors consider journal writing a valuable
instructional tool in terms of curriculum, pedagogy, and the
students’ progress. The book will be of interest to those who
are planning  to use journals in the future as well as those who
have been practicing it and are willing to reconsider the
activity. Although it is not a resource book for those who are
looking for practical suggestions and classroom techniques.
the volume will motivate teaching and researching to find
applications journals to their situations and experiment with
them in various ways.

Reviewed by Emi Kato
Tamagawa University

Side By Side. 2nd Ed. Steven J. Molinsky and Bill Bliss with
Carolyn Graham et al. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall
Regents, 1989. 4-vol. textbook, 156pp..  138pp.,  14Opp..  153
pp.; 4-vol.  workbook, 140pp.,  136pp.,  108pp..  133pp.,  4-vol.
teacher’s guide (sampler of vol. 2, ch. 5 available forreview);
4-cassette textbook audio tape and 4-cassette  workbook audio
tape (promotional tape including excerpts from vol. 1, ch. 13
available for review). Materials not available for review:
picture cards, placement test, 4 achievement tests.

The second edition of Side by Side is a revised and aug-
mented fusion of this oral English course with its reading-
based companion, Line by Line. The new edition has also been
published separately as Line by Line and as the Side by Side
Core Conversation Course, each in two volumes with ac-
companying tapes. Also available is the “pre-beginning”
Access: Fundamentals of Literacy and Communication, con-
sisting of text, guide, audio cassette, and picture cards.

The first thing necessary to understand about materials to be
evaluated is exactly what they are and what they’re for. One
(1981) version of the first edition of Side by Side was subtitled
English GrammarThrough Guided Conversation, an accurate
description of the approach. A few years later ( 1983), the word
“grammar” was dropped from the title, but the approach
remained the same. Although promotional materials claim the
new edition pursues a “communicative approach” in which
“students learn thelanguage conversationally, by talking with
each other, “side by side,” the bulk of the material consists of
drills, mostly quite “guided,” following a grammatical sylla-
bus in the course of which various functions are identified (but
not actually “taught”). Perhaps one must forgive publishers for
trying to make their materials seem like “all things to  all
people,” but dressing up Side by Side as a complete commu-
nicative wurse distracts from what is probably its main real
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usefulness: as a source of potentially communicative supple-
mentary grammar dril ls.

The books are attractive (partly due to the much-advertised
addition of color to the textbooks) and profusely illustrated
with drawings that make recourse to dictionaries or instructor
histrionics to explain vocabulary almost unnecessary. The
tape voices in the sample were slow, but not unnaturally so,
and some drills were jazz chants led by Carolyn Graham
herself. The tapes sound very nice, but the promotional claim
that the “‘Audio Program offers authentic presentation of
dialogs and exercises” seems excessive. Even using the ex-
tremely generous 16-point  continuum from “authentic” to
“unauthentic conversation” of Lana Rings, one would have to
view these tapes as the audio versions of “composed conver-
sations  printed in textbooks,” a “16,” definitely not “authen-
tic” (Rings 1986, p. 207)) in any technical sense.

As a series of drills to practice and reinforce basic English
grammar, Side by Side is quite good, especially for lower-level
learners. The teacher’s guide is comprehensive, suggesting
how to incorporate textbook, workbook, and supplementary
activities into full lessons Even programs that have no wish to
pursue grammatical syllabus could  make good use of such
materials in many ways, e.g. as emergency substitute lesson
plans.

There are occasional minor problems that might confuse
students, such as the omission of the word “not” between items
7 and 8 in vol. 4 workbook, p. 6: “Fortunately, Mrs. Wilson’s
goldnecklace (take) 7 8.” Some problems are
more serious, such as the use of the present perfect in the cloze
dictation exercise, workbook vol. 4, p.  5 (answers in brackets
from the tapescript on p. 130):

Ernest Hemingway is considered [one] 1 [of]  2 [the] 3
[most] 4 important modem American writers. He has
[written] 5 six novels and [more] 6 than [50] 7 short
stories. He has also written many [poems] 8 and newspa-
per [articles] 9.

In this passage, the present perfect makes to sound like
Hemingway is still an active writer, that, in the words of Quirk
et al. (1972, p. 91), he “is still alive,” whereas we all know he
“is now dead” (and has been dead longer than most of our
students have been alive) and should be referred to in the
simple past (see also Quirk et al., 1985, pp.  190,192). Perhaps
theparagraphused in this exercise was originally written when
Hemingway wasn’t yet dead; if so, it should havebeenrevised
long ago. The English verb system is hard enough for Japanese
speakers to learn without supplying models of inappropriate
usage in their workbooks.

Such unfortunate phenomena arc rare,  however. Many
students and teachers find Side by Side exercises a welcome
relief from less attractive, more “serious” materials. The drills
are all short and easy to use for injecting some painless
grammar into a class. Be aware that this series is grammar-
based and only as “communicative” as teachers and learners
make i t .

Reviewed by Ron Grove
Intensive English Language Program

Temple University Japan
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Communicative Language Testing. Cyril Weir. Prentice Hall,
1990. Pp. 216.

The issues significant to the field of communicative lan-
guage testing are many and varied. There is extensive
debate about the theoretical foundations upon which com-
municative language testing is based: about definitions and
the use of terminology, in terms of what is understood to be
thenature and form of language proficiency, communicative
competence and communicative performance; about the
forms that communicative tests should take and about
issues of content, construct and washback validity, as well
as reliability. New examinations are being developed and
others are being revised, in attempts to operationalize the
theoretical and practical developments of the communica-
tive language teaching movement.

Cyril Weir addresses these issues in a book aimed at the
interested non-specialist and intended to be of use to adminis-
trators and practising  language teachers. His book offers an
impressive bibliography of 400 references, which indicates
the depth of his own research and provides a valuable starting
point for readers interested in following up points or issues
raised in the text. Appendices provide detailed information
about five current communicative tests of English originating
in the U.K. The type of information varies from test to test but
ranges over test rationale, research and development back-
ground, teat objectives, content, format methods, assessment
criteria and reporting of results, and provides insights for the reader
into the practical applications of communicative language testing
theory by established and reputable examining boards.

Given the attention to detail in the bibliography and the
appendices, it is surprising to note that there is no index.

For those with little knowledge of communicative language
testing and even for the more experienced reader, Weir clearly
and effectively, and with reference to much of the research
done in the field in the past 25 years, draws together the issues.

His summary of the limitations of discrete point and inte-
grative testing leads into a description of the “communicative
paradigm," its  terminology and theoretical base. Weir concludes
with a concise but important section on the distinguishing
features of communicative tests and a discussion of the questions
raised as a result of testing within this paradigm, in particular,
the problem of extrapolation, i.e. to what extent can we
generalize about a learner’s ability from her/his performance
on a communicative test?
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BBC ENGLISH VIDEO PRICES

ARE GOING Bow-.

Meynard has dropped the price of all BBC English Videos
IINow’s the best time to build your Video Library l

The Lost Secret + Follow Me

Bid For Power + Person to Person

People and Places + Speak Easy

Songs Alive + Follow Me to San Francisco

The Bellcrest Story + Television English

People You Meet + At Home In Britain

Follow Through + Conundrum + On We Go

The Carsat Crisis + The Sadrina Project

Do you have these great BBC English videos?

if not, call 03-5394-3500
Mr. William Gatton, Mr. Marc Benger
06-362-2961
Ms. Noriko Morita

or write to

MEYNARD PUBLISHING LTD.
T O K Y O  OFFICE O S A K A  O F F I C E
Ogura  B l d g  l - 2 - 5  O s a k a  Fukoku-Seimel  B l d g .  4F, 2-4-Komutsuboro-cho. - - -

Nishisugamo, Toshima-ku,  T o k y o  Kita-ku, Osaka  5 3 0
Tel:03-5394.3500 Fax:03-5394-3505 Tel:O6-362-2961  F a x : 06-316-1049



Weir next considers in some detail the concepts of validity
and reliability and issues of test efficiency and points out the
need to try to develop communicative tests which provide the
best overall balance among them.

Having devoted two chapters to a fairly deep and detailed
account of the theoretical perspectives, Weir moves on to more
practical concerns. He describes the stages in the construction
of a test: design, development, operation and monitoring.
Finally, he describes andcomments on a variety of methods of
testing the four skills and in the case of speaking and writing,
considers scoring and standardization procedures.

In his conclusion Weir identifies three important concerns
in the field of communicative language testing. He stresses the
important of content validity, of ensuring that the sample of
activities or tasks chosen for inclusion in a communicative test
are as representative of the target domain as possible; of a
posteriori validation of testresults, i.e. the extent to which test
scores correlate with another, external measure of perfor-
mance; and of issues of reliability and efficiency which may be
more difficult to achieve with communicative tests. He reminds
us that research suggests that it might be wise to include a
variety of appropriate testing methods in order to avoid pos-
sible test format effect.

Weir relates much of the theoretical discussion in this book
to activity in the real world of teaching and testing. Three
examples are especially striking. Firstly, the “communicative
paradigm” is gaining respectability. Even within a large,
influential, but more traditional, testing organization like the
Educational Testing Service in Princetown,  U.S.A., there have
been moves to make its TOEFL “more communicative.”
Secondly, he points out that the British Council/UCLES
International English Testing System (IELTS) and the AEB’s
Test in English for Educational Purposes (TEEP)  have dropped
tests of lexis and grammar since research indicates that they
provide no further information about a candidate’s ability than
can be obtained from the more communicative parts of the test.
Thirdly, in the development of the UCLES/RSA test in
Communicative Skills in English, test constructors drew on
what EFL teachers thought to be good classroom practice so
that communicative language testing may be seen as a staging
point between the classroom and the candidate’s future target
situation.

Weirs book is highly readable. It combines a serious account
of the theoretical aspects of communicative language testing with
a discussion of the practical considerations important to teachers,
test constructors and administrators and is a welcome addition to
the literature on communicative language testing.

Reviewed by Antoinette Meehan
University of Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations

(Japan)

Order them through the JALT central office.

Recently Received
The following materials have recently been received from
publishers. Each is available as a review copy to any JALT
member who wishes to review it for The Language Teacher

or the JALT  Journal.
Notations before some entries indicate duration on the

holding list: an asterisk (*) indicates first notice in this issue;
an exclamation(!) indicates third-and-final notice this month.
All final-notice items will be discarded after December 31.

Classroom Text  Materials
‘Adelson-Goldstein, J. (1991). Listen first: Focused listening tasks for

beginners (student’s book. cassettes). Oxford: Oxford University Press.
*Britten. N. (1990). Who knows? Hong Kong: Nelson.
*Byrd. D. & Gallingame. G. (1990). Write away: A course-for writing

English (Books 1, 2, & 3). New York: Newbury House.
*Chamot. A., O’Malley, J. & Kupper. L. (1992). Building bridges: Content

and learning strategies for ESL (Book 1). Boston: Heinle & Heinle.
*Currie, P. (1991). Basically academic: An introduction to EAP. New

York:  Newbury  House.
*Fingando,  G., Freeman,  L., Jerome,  M. & Summers.  C. (1991). The

English conncction: A content-based grammar ad discussion text
( second ed i t ion) .  New York:  Newbury  House.

*Fingando, G. & Jerome, M. (1991). English alive: Grammar, function,
and setting. New York: Newbury House.

*Eichlcr. M. (1991). Against all odds: Speaking naturally with idioms.
New York: Newbury  House.

*Flamm. J., Northam. W. & Yorkey, R. (1991). The English advantage
(student books: levels 1 & 2). New York: Newbury House.

*Foley. B. (1990). Grammar in action (illustrated workbooks 1 & 2). New
York: Newbury House.

*Foley, B., Pires. D., & Neblett, E. (1991). Grammar in action (illustrated
workbook 3). New York: Newbury Howe.

*Frankel, I., & Meyers, C. (1991). Crossroads (student book 1, cassettes).
Oxford: Oxford University Press.

*Fried-Booth. D. (1991). Focus on preliminary English test (teacher’s
book) .  London :  Co l l ins  ELT.

*Griffin, S.. Brenner, P. & Callaway, D. (1990) Fast track: English for
adult learners (books 1A & lB). New York: Newbury House.

*Griffin, S.. Brenner, P. & Callaway, D. (1991) Fast track: English for
adult learners (books 2A & 2B). New York: Newbury House.

*Hadfield, J. (1987). Advanced communication games. Hong Kong:
Nelson.

*Hadfield. C. & Hadfield, J. (1990). Writing games. Hong Kong: Nelson.
*Haines, S. & Brewster, S. (1991). Challenge intermediate. Hong Kong:

Nelson.
*Harrison, M. (1990). Word perfect: Vocabulary for fluency. Hong Kong:

Nelson.
*Hollett, V. (1991). Business objectives: Lower intermediate business

English (student’s book. teacher’s book, cassette). Oxford: Oxford
Universi ty Press .

*Huizenga, J., Snellings, C. & Francis, G. (1990) Basic English
composition for ESL: An expository workbook (third edition). London:
Scott, Foresman/Little Brown.

*Hutchison. T. (1991). Hotline: starter (student’s book, cassette). Oxford:
Oxford University Press.

*Imbert, H.. Taylor, J., Underwood, M. &Wilson, K. (1991). Compass
(student's books 1  & 2, teacher’s books 1 & 2). London: Macmillan.

*James. K.. Jordan, R., Matthews, A. & O’Brien. J. (1991). Listening
comprehension & note-taking course (new edition). London: Collins
ELT.

*Long, L. (1991). Fast forward advanced (classbook. teacher’s book.
resource book by S. Rixon. & class cassette). Oxford: Oxford University
Press.

*Morris, S. & Stanton. S. (1990). The Nelson proficiency workbook. Hong
Kong: Nelson

*Nolasco, R. (1991). Wow (student’s book 3. workbook 3. cassettes).
Oxford: Oxford University Press.

*Olearski, J., White, R. & Williams, E. (1991). Formula three (student’s
book 1). London: Macmillan.

*Phillips, D. & Sheerin, S. (1991). Signature elementary. Hong Kong:
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etting started is what it’s all about.. .
First Steps in listening and Progress in Listening
Michael Rost and Nobuhiro Kumai
Consulting  Author: Munetsugu Uruno, Ibaraki  High School b-

consulting Ediior: Minoru Wada h 1

English Curriculum  Adviser,
Japanese Ministry of 1
Education 1

llTr

Designed for high school and junior
college students, First Steps  in Listening

and Progress in Listening help learners start
developing their listening and speaking skills in English.
In an easy way. In on enjoyable way. In on effective way.

Each unit focuses on one essential grammar point and communicative
function, allowing the students to build on their knowledge of grammar while

understanding spoken  language in realistic settings and entertaining contexts. A key
e  of each unit is the Listen and Interact section, aimed at developing interactive listening skills.

Ask for a sample copy. it’s  time to get started.

Both First Steps in Listening and
Progress in Listening contain these

____------------

;soka Tel  06205 6 790

| components
10  t,r,gu6I  House I mqmon  tll Gyokuroeri Bulldirlg
I 13  19  Sekiyuchi Bunkyo ku Tokyo II7 Tel 03 3766 0404 I III 03  3266 W2b 1 n Student Book

I
W 3 cassettes (45 minutes X3)

Please send me a free inspection copy of HTeacher’s  Manual
First Steps in Listening - P r o g r e s s  In  Listening

-1

I
School Address,

I Lingual House
I-- ~~-. I A division  of
L----- -Tel:_---------------1 LONGMAN  ELT



Nelson.
*Pickett. W. (1991). At home in two lands: Intermediate reading and word

study. New York: Newbury House.
*Powell. D. (1991). Compact intermediate (student’s and practice book,

teacher’s book). London: Collins ELT.
*Read, C. & Matthews, A. (1991). Tandem plus: Pair work activities for

beginners, elementary and lower-intermediate students. Hong Kong:
Nelson.

*Robertson, H. (1991). Bridge to college success: Intensive academic
preparation for advanced students. New York: Newbury House

*Steer, J. & Carlisi, K. (1991). The advanced grammar book. New York:
Newbury House.

*White, R., Williams, E. & Olearski, J. (1991). Company formula. London:
Macmillan.

*Wigfield, J. (1991). Second stesps in reading and writing (second edition).
New York: Newbury House.

Aston, P. & Edmondson, E. (1990). Streets ahead (student’s book 1.
teacher’s book 1, workbook 1, cassettes). Oxford: Oxford University
Press.

Bowler, B. & Cunningham, S. (1991). Headway (intermediate & upper-
intermediate pronunciation, with cassettes). Oxford: Oxford University
Press.

Brauer, J. (1991). Grover’s orange book (student bock. teacher’s book,
activity book, cassette). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Grave.s. K. &Rein, D. (1990). East-West (Lab books 1.2 3; cassettes).
Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Holderness, J. (1990). Catterbox (pupil’s book 3. teacher’s book 3.
activity book 3. cassette). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Holderness, J. (1991). Chatterbox (pupil’s book 4. teacher’s book 4.
activity book 4, cassette). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Hopkins, F. (1990). American get ready (student book, teacher’s book.
activity book, numbers book, cassette). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Hutchison. T. (1991). Hotline: Elementary (student’s book. workbook.
cassette). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Nolasco, R. (1990). Wow (books 1, 2; student’s book, teacher’s book,
workbook, cassettes). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Stott, T. & Holt, R. (1991). First class: Englishfor tourism (student’s
book, teacher’s book, cassette). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Viney. P. & Viney, K. (1991). Grapevine (student’s book 2. teacher’s book
2, video activity book 2, workbook 2A, cassettes). Oxford: Oxford
University Press.

!Hinton. M. & Seligson, P. (1991). Mosaic (student’s book 1, teacher’s
book 1, workbook 1 cassettes). Surrey, UK: Nelson.

Teacher Preparation/Reference/Resource/Other
*Brumfit, C. & Mitchell, R. (eds.). (1989). Research in the language

classroom. Hong Kong: Modern English Publications and the British
Council.

*Brumfit, C., Moon. J. & Tongue, R. (1991). Teaching English to children:
From practice to principle. London: Collins ELT.

*Celce-Mucia, M. (ed.). (1991). Teaching English as a second or foreign
language (second edition). New York: Newbury House.

*Chalker, S. (1990). English grammar word by word Hong Kong: Nelson.
*Cohen, A. (1990). Language learning: Insights for learners, reachers. and

researchers. New York: Newbury House.
*Dunkel, P. (ed.). (1991). Computer-assisted language learning and

testing: Research issues and practice. New York: Newbury House.
*Hall, D. & Foley, M. (1990). Survival lessons (teacher’s resource book).

Hong Kong: Nelson.
*Newmark. P. (1991). About translation. England: Multilingual Matters.
*Palim, J. & Power, P. (1990). Jamboree: communication activities for

children (teacher’s resource book). Hong Kong: Nelson.
*Shoemaker. C. & Shoemaker. F. (1991). Interactive techniques for the

ESL. classroom. New York: Newbury House.
Hoey, M. (1991). Patterns of lexis in text. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Kress, G. (1989). Linguistics processes in sociocultural practice. Oxford:

Oxford University Press.
Martin, J. (1990). Factual writing: exploring and challenging social

reality. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
McCarthy, M. (1990). Vocabulary. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Sinclair. J. (1991). Corpus, concordance, collocation. Oxford: Oxford

University Press.

The Language Teacher welcomes well-written reviews of
other appropriate materials not listed above (including video,
CALL, etc.) but please contact the Book Review Editors in
advance for guidelines. Well-written, professional responses
of 150 words or less are also welcome. It is The Language
Teacher policy to request that reviews of classroom teaching
materials be based on in-class use. All requests for review
copies or writer’sguidelines should be addressed to the Book
Review Editors.

JALT Video NSIG
(National Special Interest Group)

ESOL Video Materials
Directory Project

To assist in the compilation of a directory
with a global perspective, the  JALT Video N-
SIG is seeking information about ELT vldeos
produced exclusively for the Japanese
market. If you can help in any way by rec-
ommending or reviewing, contact the JALT
Video N-SIG Coordinator, David Wood 2-
12-1 Ishizaka, Dazaifu, Fukuoka T818-0l: Tel.
(092) 925-3511; Fax (092) 924-4369.

BANNER OVERSEAS FINANCIAL SERVICES

Explodes the Myths!!!
“Too young for pension planning” Wrong! Start early, it costs far less!
“No  money to invest” Wrong! Start with only 20,000 yen per month!
“Must be on National Insurance” Wrong! Far cheaper alternatives are available!

contact: Tim Cornwall Matsubara 6-30-20, Tokyo 156. tel/fax (03) 3325-0419
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HERE AND THERE
A Listening Skills Program in American English

Low-intermediate level
*

Set in college in Japan and the

United States
0

For the classroom, language lab
or independent study

*

Includes tapescripts, answers

and teacher’s notes
0

Accompanied by two cassettes

E3.u.u.
David Peaty and Bernard Susser

For further information and an inspection copy, please contact:

Vaughan Jones, Heinemann International, Shin Nichibo Bldg, 1-2-1 Sarugaku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101
Tel: 03-3294-0791 Fax: 03-3294-0792

I
!



Chapter Reports
Fukui

Student Exchange Programmes
KOBE

Electric Eclectic
by Toshlko Nakamura by Judy Gernant

Toshiko Nakamura of the American Field Service (AFS),
Fukui, gave a presentation in July on the subjects of her
organisation and its purpose and on overseas student exchange
programmes in general. On the subject of Japanese students’
participation in exchange programmes,  Nakamurapointed out
that Japanese students lack the foreign language skills of their
Northern European counterparts. But, she noted, the presence
of exchange students in Japanese schools does act as an
incentive for foreign language learning; and Japanese students
who have completed exchange programmes evince an im-
provement in foreign language and a maturation of world
view. However, there is a downside to all this: returnee
students may have fallen behind their peers academically, and
may have difficulties in re-adjusting to Japanese school life.
To the prospective exchange students she advised: (1) exchange
programmes can academically hinder as well as advance; (2)
adjustment to a foreign culture can be more difficult than
envisioned by the students; and (3) to be successful exchange
participants, clear, realistic goals are very important.

How to go about organizing a collection of communicative
activities, gleaned from a variety of resources, into an inte-
grated unit? Judy Gemant answered that question at the June
meeting. First, she explained that she introduced new or
recycled vocabulary through word scramble exercises,
Crossword puzzles, etc. assigned for homework from a
workbook. In the next class, Gemant picks up a theme from
the homework exercises and coordinates song crossword
puzzles, cartoons, read-and-look-up passages, etc. She con-
tinues to organize the following classes around the theme
expanding the skill learned in the previous activity. Gemant
encouraged the audience to develop a well-thought out
method of instruction that stimulates their interest andstretches
their minds.

Reported by Jane Hoelker

NIIGATA

Reported by Charles Jannuzi
Computer-Assisted Language-Learning

by Chisato Furuya

Regional Conference on Creative
Classroom Techniques

Sponsored by
Nagano, Kanazawa, and Suwa JALT members

On the weekend of September 14-15, a regional conference
on classroom techniques was held on the Nagano campus of
Shinshu University.

On  a fine September day at Nagaoka University of Technol-
ogy, Chisato Furuya introduced some of the advantages of
using computers in class. In her “Hands-on Workshop” she
demonstrated how to use computers to teach grammar and
vocabulary, problem solving and language functions. She
also demonstrated some of the on-campus, national and
international computer communication networks.

Reported by Keiji  Nomura

The opening speaker, Paul McMahon,  discussed the dif-
ficulties and the rewards of building up a rapport with high
school students. Especially in a commercial-course high
school, this extra-curricular contact with students is an im-
portant first step.

SAPPORO
Global Education Activities

by Klp A. Cates

John Dougill gave a wide variety of ideas for using rock
music and lyrics in the classroom. His key phrase, “Grade the
task, not the text," reminds us that a particular text can be used
with students of different aptitudes and abilities.

Mary Arm Mooradian explained the rationale behind us-
ing a video camera in the language classroom, and then
proceeded to a demo tape which showed student motivation
and creativity in action.

Yoshie Hashido Lauffenberger introduced a number of
storytelling activities which can be readily adapted for
students at different ability levels, all of which encourage
students to speak out loud and to cooperate with each other.

Hirohito Onishi,  from Hyogo prefecture, discussed the
current situation of “oral communication” in the high school
curriculum.

Those who stayed home this summer were treated to an
outstanding presentation regarding our role as socially respon-
sible educators. The August 25th meeting began with an
overview of the Global Issues in Language Education. Kip
Cates reviewed the professional commitment to global aware-
ness and social concern, defined the major problems affecting
the world andprovideda formula for integrating an awareness
program into language teaching. It was very easy to understand
why this explosive area has developed its own SIG.

We all appreciated this weekend of valuable professional
advice, and the chance to strengthen friendships with dedi-
cated colleagues.

Reported by Mary Ann Mooradian

He demonstrated the use of excellent video materials to get
the attention of students. Students are usually divided into
groups, and put the second language into action discussing
the problems of hunger, human rights, pollution, peace, etc.

Cates  made it clear that bringing global reality into the
class will motivate students to effectively acquire and use a
foreign language. At the same time it will empower them
with the knowledge, skills and commitment required by
world citizens for the solution of global problems.

Reported by Ken Hartmann
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EVEN THE SHY STUDENTS
WIN WITH TOUCHDOWN

“Perhaps of all the ages, adolescence
provides the greatest potential for success in

English learning. Touchdown responds

~~##~s~~-‘3w
to the challenge of this
fascinating stage of

I&~~

-I

development and
growth” Jeremy Harmer
w Motivating and
enjoyable for junior and
senior high school
students
n  Easy to teach with

1 excellent teacher’s
manuals
H Flexible for team
teaching or pairwork

- H Confidence-building
communicative activities
n Clear grammatical

Manual, Workbook and
Cassette.
Touchdown.. .give  your

k 8 students something to

I r7---------------,

1
To. Longman ELT. Gyokuroen  Building,  I-13-19 Sekiguchi,  Bunkyo-ku,
Tokyo 112 Tel 03 3266 0404 Fax: 03 3266 0326

1 Please send me free sample material from:

1 Touchdown One
i Touchdown Two

(beginners)
(elementary)

N a m e

1 Address

i i

I
School

Tel
1

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I LONGMAN  ELT



SHIZUOKA
Dangerous English Schools &

Humor in the Classroom
by Ken Levin

Ken Levin began the September meeting with an overview of
the English teaching business in Japan. Levin noted that
foreign teachers are often regarded as mere entertainers and
made insightful comments about the stress of teaching in a
profession which is seldom taken seriously. Noting that
laughter is a universal medicine, Levin recommended  humor
as one way to reduce the stress which teachers and students
both face. Levin gave concrete advice about cultivating
humor in the classroom and several examples of activities
he has used with success.

Reported by Tim Newfields

Using Video Effectively
by Marc Benger

In October, Marc Benger showed us how to use various video
segments from BBC ELT programmes. We saw examples of
different level programmes and learned what can be done
with video in the classroom. For example, you can do silent
viewing or sound only. You can freeze frame, fast forward or

play back as many times as you like. You can do information
gap activities and description. You can stimulate students’
passive knowledge; teach students as a class, groups, pairs or
individually; help students to experience language in “real”
situations; appreciate non-verbal language and behaviour
patterns amongst users of the language being taught.

Reported by Howard Doyle

JALT-Computerland
Education Program

Through an arrangement with
Catena Corporation, any JALT
member  in  good s tand ing  w i l l  be

able to purchase LC and
Classic Macintosh Com-
pute rs  f rom Computer land

stores for a 25% discount and
any other  Applemodel fora 30% discount.  In  add i t i on ,
for  every purchase,  Catena Corporat ion wi l l  g ive JALT
a 2.5% commission on LCs  and Classics and a 3%
commiss ion  on  the  o the r  mode ls ,  wh ich  w i l l  go  d i rec t l y
in to  the  new ly  es tab l i shed  Yosh i t sugu  Komiya  Scho l -
arsh ip  Fund,  admin is tered by the Execut ive Commit -
tee. For further information, please contact the JALT
Central Office (see p.1).

ELT SALES AND MARKETING MANAGER
Longman  is one of the world’s leading publishers of E.L.T. materials, with an established position
in Japan through our Longman  and Lingual House titles and Longman  Dictionaries.

We now wish to appoint a Sales and Marketing Manager with the experience and ability to motivate
our sales team, and to be responsible for developing and implementing a coherent marketing strategy
to expand our sales in language schools, universities, and high schools.

We are looking for someone who has:

- proven success in managing people and projects

- experience of living and working in Asia

- complete fluency in English

lf  you are between 30 and 40 and looking for an exciting challenge, send full details of your career to
date, and present salary to:

The Managing Director
Longman  ELT
Longman  Penguin Japan Co., Ltd.
Gyokuroen Bldg.
1-13-19 Sekiguchi
Bunkyo-ku. Tokyo 112
Tel: 03(3266)1141

LONGMAN ELT
incorporating Lingual House



FINALLY! REAL ACTORS IN A LANGUAGE VIDEO!

NATURAL Acting
with NATURAL Dialogues

in NATURAL Settings

Three Integrated Volumes
-4 Advanced Beginners
m Intermediate
Pm  Upper Intermediate

Components of Each Volume
* Textbook
*  Two 70-90  Minute Video Cassettes
* 10 Audio Cassettes and Audio Manual
* Detailed Teacher’s Manual

(TOEIC  350-500)

(TOEIC  450~600)

(available soon)

* Japanese Translations of Dialogues. Language Points and Cultural Focus Sections

To:New West, Inc. Takanawa Toei  Bldg 3F, 11-35, 4-chome,  Minato-ku, Tokyo108
TEL : 03-3442-2477 FAX : 03-3442-4170

I

Please send me : c_]  More information about Living and Working  in America

’ IA sample copy of Living and Working in America
I

I Name: School : ~____

I Address : (Home/School)
I f  you  l i ve  in Kyushu please  c o n t a c t ,  Lesley  Koustaff, school principal  of  Open  Space School
3-4-13 Tenjin,  Chuo-ku,  Fukuoka 810 TEL: 092-822-5910 I



Meetings
Please  send  a l l  announcements  fo r  th i s
column to Marc Modica  (see p. 1). The
announcement should follow the style
and format of other announcements in
this column. It must be received by the
15thof  December for the February issue.

CHIBA
Bi l l  Casey, 0472-55-7489

FUKUI
Topic: Communication Activities
Speaker: Anthony Brophy
Date: Sunday, December 15th
T i m e : 2:00-4:00  p.m.
Place: Fukui Culture center

(Housoukaikan 5F)
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥700
Info: Hiroyuki Kondo 0776-56-0404

This workshop will offer practical ideas
for making your English classes lively, var-
ied and fun with a range of activities to
introduce basic language and develop lis-
tening and speaking skills.

There will  be a display of Oxford Uni-
versity Press materials for teaching adults
and children and plenty of opportunity for
exchanging ideas.

Anthony Brophy is ELT Consultant for
Oxford University Press.

FUKUOKA
Shane Hutchinson, 092-823-1414

GUNMA
Topic : Changing Japan: Is it real or just

perceived?
Speaker: Alan Booth
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : 2:00-4:30  p.m.
Place: Ikuei Women’s Junior College,

Takasaki
Fee: Members ¥500; non-members

¥l,000
Info: Hisatake  Jimbo 0274-62-0376

Leo Yoffe 0273-25-7290
How has Japan changed over the past

twenty years Alan Booth, a long-time resi-
dent and explorer of Japan, will share his
thoughts about how Japan was and is por-
trayed  to the outside world. The presenter
has walked 2,000 miles across Japan to try to
understand this country and its people.

Booth, author many hooks on Japan
including The Roads to Sata, is a freelance
writer and journalist.

The business meeting and Bonenkai

will follow the presentation.

HAMAMATSU
Topic: An Italian Meal (Christmas Party)
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : l:00-3:00  p.m. (meet 12:00-

12: 15; see below)
Place: Il  Fiorino
Fee: ¥4,OOO  per person
Info: Ms. Hoshino 053-472-2286

As a friendly gesture to Hamamatsu
JALT. Head Chef Franco  D’ Anglo is offer-
ing a complete full-course dinner menu at a
special low price in the finest-and most
expensive! Italian restaurantbetween Tokyo
and Kobe. Not to be. missed. Contact Ms.
Hoshino for reservations before Dec. 5.
Members with cars will pool transportation.
Meet at Seibu Kominkan (next to Ichiritsu
High School) between 12:00-12:15.

HIMEJI
Topic: Overseas Exchange Programs of

Himeji City
Speaker: Tadashi Takahashi, Himeji City

Board of Education
Date: Sunday, December 15th
T i m e : 2:00-4:00  p.m.
Place: Himeji YMCA (near Topos)
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥500
Info: F. Yamamoto 0792-67-1837

HIROSHIMA
Marie Tsuruda, 082-289-3616 or Ian

Nakamura, 0848-48-2876

IBARAKI
Topics: Reports on the National Confer-

ence/Election of Chapter Officers
Speakers: Chapter members who attended

JALT ‘9 1 (If you am interested in
giving a short presentation on  what
you picked up at the National
Conference please contact one of
the Program Chairs-G. Warries
or M. Pauly.)

Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : 2:00-4:30  p.m.
Place: Ibaraki Christian College (Hitachi

Omika)
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥500
Info: Martin Pauly 0298-52-2890 (Ext.

265)
(NOTE: If you are interested in joining the
Executive Committee, please talk with the
president Mr. Nunoi).

KAGOSHIMA
Yasuo Teshima, 0992-22-0101 (W)

KANAZAWA
Kimiko Oshigami, 0764-29-5890

KOBE
J. Patrick Bea, 07457-g-0391

KYOTO
Christopher M. Knott, 075-392-2291

MATSUYAMA
Topic: “The Shy Trap” Japanese Ado-

lescents and English “Conversa-
tion”

Speaker: Kevin Bergman
Date: Sunday, December 15th
T i m e : 2:00-4:30  p.m.
Place: Shmonome High School Memo-

rial Hall 4F
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥1,000
Info: Vicki  Rooks 0899-33-6159

Linda Kadota 0899-79-6531
Masako Aibara 0899-31-8686

In this participative workshop we will
attempt to identify some of the underlying
causes of the “shy trap” as well as investi-
gate someeffective strategies for addressing
them. Illustrations from recently published
materials for junior and senior high school
students will demonstrate some positive steps
being taken to apply these insights.

Kevin Bergman hears about the “shy
adolescent trap” every day as the Language
Teaching Consultant for Longman ELT/
Lingual House.

MORIOKA
Jeff Aden.  Ol%-23-4699

NAGANO
Richard Uehara,

NAGASAKI
Sue Bruell.  0958-49-0019

NAGOYA
Topics: Bookfair  and Bonenkai
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : 11:00  a.m.-5:00  p.m.: Bonenkai:

6:00-8:00  p.m.
Place: Trident School of Languages, 8F

Hall: Bonenkai; Nagoya  Yayoi
Kaikan

Fee: Members free; non-members
¥l,000  (Bookfair only)

Info: Helen Saito 052-936-6493
Ryoko Katsuda 0568-73-2288

Book displays and mini-presentations
by various publishers will be included. For
reservations and information about the
Bonenkai,  please contact Helen Saito at the
above phone number.
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Marion Geddes & Gill Sturtridge
with Helen Munch

Integrated practice in listening

and oral skills

“Jigsaw listening”: students listen to

incomplete extracts on cassette

and piece together the jigsaw in

oral and written work

Suitable for intermediate-level

students of American English



NARA
Topic: Communication in Motion
Speaker: Ms. Julia Dean
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : 1:30-4:30  p.m.
Place: Saidaiji YMCA
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥1.000
Info: Denise Vaughn 0742-49-2443

Masami Sugita 0742-47-4121
Julia Dean will share how she has uti-

lized the arts of mime and drama as a suc-
cessful and vital aid in teaching ESL and
EFL. The session includes illustrated  remarks
by Ms. Dean as well as opportunities for
participants in small groups to explore a
variety of techniques and options for building
more real communicative elements into
language classes.

Ms. Dean’s varied career includes work
as a solo performing artist as well as the
directorship of the Mary Baldwin College/
Doshisha Women’s College Summer Ex-
change Program.

NIIGATA
Topic: Share Session &  Pot Luck Party
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : 1:30-4:00  p.m.
Place: International Friendship Center,

Kokusai Yuko Kaikan (Kami-
Okawa-Mae-Dori, tel. 025-225
2 7 7 7 )

Info: Michiko Umeyama 025-267-
2 9 0 4
Setsuko Toyama 0256-38-2003

Seasonal classroom activities will be.
demonstrated. In addition, we’llhave reports
on JALT ‘91,  our annual business meeting,
and a year-end pot luck party. Please bring a
dish to share--the more the merrier!

OKAYAMA
Fukiko  Numoto, 0862-53-6648

OKINAWA
Karen Lupardus, 09889-8-6053

OMIYA
Margaret Sasaki, 048-644-3643

OSAKA
Yoshihisa Ohnishi, 06-354-1828

SAPPORO
Topic: End-of-year party
Date: Saturday, December 14th
T i m e :  6:00-8:00 p.m.
Place: Pizza Hut Restaurant-PASEO

(East entrance) North 4, West 2
(ground floor)

Fees: Members ¥l,000;  non-members
¥2,000

Info: Ken Hartmann  011-584-7588

It’s time to celebrate the completion of
another successful year. Come to the Pizza
Hut restaurant for all you can eat and drink.
Due to space limitations, you must notify
Ken Hartmann  to reserve a seat.

SENDAI
Topic: JALT ‘91 Conference Reports,

Business Meeting, Bonenkai
Speakers: Local members who attended the

conference will give a brief  report.
A  bus iness  mee t ing  and  a
bonenkai  will follow

Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : l:00-4:00  p.m.
Place: 5th Floor, 141 Building
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥l,000
Info: Tadashi Seki 022-278-8271

(home)
Harry Neale 022-267-3847 (work)

SHIZUOKA
Topic: Christmas Party
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e :  7:00-9:00 p.m.
Place: Inakaya,  2-10 Andoh 1 chome,

Shizuoka City
Fee: (Based on volume of beer con-

sumed and food ordered)
Info: Tii Newfields 054-248-3913

Everyone is invited to enjoy our annual
Christmas Patty. Come wet your whistles
while relaxing with new and old friends!

SUWA
Topic: General  Business Meeting,

Bonenkai
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i e :  2:00-4:30 p.m.
Place: Restaurant Holz-Hatsushima

Party Roan, Suwa-shi
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥500
Info: Mary Aruga 0266-27-3894

We welcome you to help us review the
past year and make plans for the next. Officers
for 1992 will be elected. (Anyone interested
in becoming an officer please contact the
above number). To be followed by a year-
end party, during which ideas, information
from JALT '91, etc. can be shared informally.

TAKAMATSU
Topic: Bonenkai
Speakers: Members
Date: Sunday, December 8tb
T i m e : 1:30-5:00  p.m.
Place: Takamatsu Shimin Bunka Cen-

ter, on Route 11 across from
Sunday’s Sun

Fee: Members free; non-members
¥1,00

Info: Harumi Yamashita 0878-67-4362

Members who attended JALT ‘91 will
report on something they learned and
Anjoom Mukadam wi l l  show her  board  game
for high school students. The year-end busi-
ness meeting will also be conducted, in-
cluding the Treasurer’s report and reconsti-
tution of the Chapter Coordinating  Commit-
tee. ‘he  rest of the meeting will be a party,
with refreshments provided, for informal
communication.

TOKUSHIMA
Sachie Nishida, 0886-32-4737

TOKYO
Topic: Idea Exchange
Speaker: You (and people like you with

good teaching ideas)
Date: Sunday. December 1 st
Place: Temple University Japan (1

minute walk from Shimo-ochiai
station on Seibu Shinjuku Lime)

Fee: Members free; non-members
¥l,000

Info: Will Flaman  (Tokyo JALT) 03-
38166834
Ron Thornton (Yokohama JALT)
0467-51-2797
Shizuko Marutani  045-824-9450

The annual December Tokyo Chapter-
Yokohama Chapter joint meeting sponsored
by Tokyo JALT. Last year’s successful
format  of short presentations followed by
socializimg  and snacking will be repeated.
Speakers will take five to ten minutes to give
a short presentation of a teaching idea that
has worked. We expect a relaxed afternoon
of sharing ideas.

TOYOHASHI
Topic: Teaching English through Reci-

tation
Speaker: Dr. Isao Uemichi (Aichi Univer-

sity)
Date: Sunday, December 15th
T i e : 1:30-4:30  p.m.
Place: Aichi University Kinenkan  (2F)
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥1,000
Info: Kazunori Nozawa 0532-25-6578

This is a video tape of a lecture deliv-
ered at the 25th IATEFL International
Conference held at the University of Exeter,
England, in April, 1991. After the presen-
tation, a question-and-answer session is of-
fered, to help members keep abreast of the
latest movements in applied linguistics.

Theannual business meeting, including
election of officers, and the year-end party
(bonenkai) will follow.

UTSUNOMIYA
James Chambers, 0286-27-1858

(Cont’d  on p.  59.)
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Here’s what everyone’s been looking for -
an English language video

that’s fun to teach and fun to study!

SUMMER IN SEATTLE
AN ENTERTAINING APPROACH

TO THE PRACTICE
OF ENGLISH CONVERSATION

A 2 I/2 HOUR MOVIE VIDEO
Complete  package includes

6 video cassettes.  8 audio cassettes.
2 English texlbooks and 2 Japanese study guides.

Available in two parts
Part 1 Complete  Beginner to Lower Intermediate Level

Part 2 Intermediate Level

For free demonstration package
Call. Fax or Write

B&CI
TEL. 03-3234-0631
FAX. 03-3239-2390

Hill Crest Hirakawacho 1F
2-5-7 Hirakawacho

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo (102)

Also available at all
BERLITZ SCHOOLS

&
At better  bookstores

Money
Enjoy English

First Step Abroad
Living Abroad

On Business Abroad



Positions
Please  send a l l  announcements  fo r  th is  co lumn to  Marc  Modica (seep.  1 ) .  The announcement  shou ld  fo l low the  s ty le  and fo rmat
of other announcements in this column. It must be received by the 15th of December for the February issue.

Although JALT cannot protect job applicants from
discrimination, The Language Teacher will not publicize
sex, age, rel igious, or racial restr ict ions. Restr ict ive
notices are edited to the bare minimum.

(CANADA, St. Catharines, Ontario) Brock University, St. Catharines,
Ontario, Canada has an opening for a one-year appointment as
Visiting Assistant Professor in the School of Administrative Studies
and the Department of Applied Language Studies. The position
requires teaching one course in Japanese Business Administration
and one course in Introductoty Japanese Language from September
to April during the 1992-93 academic year. An extra course may be
taught (and paid for at the Overload Stipend rate) during the May-
June Spring Session, at the discretion of the appointee. The salary is
at the Assistant Professor level, commensurate with experience.
Return Economy airfare (Tokyo-Toronto) will be paid by the Univer-
sity. Please send a curriculum vitae and cover letter (in English) to
Professor Glen Irons, Department of Applied Language Studies,
Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada, L2S  3Al.  (Fax:
001-l-416-688-2789).

(KYUSHU) Kyushu University, a Japanese national university, is
seeking a qualified applicant for the position of visiting lecturer in
teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL/TESOL) beginning
October 1.1992. The ideal candidate would possess a Ph.D degree in
TEFL/TESOL or a related field with at least 3 years teaching
experience, however, candidates possessing only an M.A. degreee but
with a strong teaching background will also be considered. Seven
weekly classes per semester. ¥5,500.000 to ¥9,000,000 per year
depending on qualifications. Two years with a possible extension of
one year maximum. Full travel expenses and baggage allowance (self
and family) research budget, a fully furnished residence for ¥32,000
monthly. All applicants are requested to send their curriculum vitae
with a recent photograph attached, graduate and undergraduate
transcripts, a health certificate, any relevant publications (at least one
scholarly paper), a cassette tape recorded self-introduction and two
letters of reference. Selection will be made on competitive basis.
Announcement of appointment will be made by April 1.1992. Send
applications to: Professor Brian T. Quinn, The English Department,
Instituteof Languages and Cultures,  Kyushu University, Ropponmatsu
4-2-l. Fukuoka City, Japan 810. Application deadline: February 1,
1992.

(NIIGATA) International University of Japan are currently reviewing
letters of application for teaching positions in our ten-week summer
intensive English program, June 17 through August 30, 1992.
Salary: Y850,000.  Round-trip transportation and free housing. Re-
quirements: MA. in TEFL  or equivalent; experience with advanced
students and intensive programs; interest in international relations,
international management, and/or cross-cultural communication.
Duties: Teach 15 hours/week; assist in testing, materials preparation:
participate in extra-curricular activities. Conditions: English-medium,
graduate-level university; 1.5 hours from  Tokyo by bullet train;
highly motivated advanced students; small class size; excellent
computer facilities; attractive recreational opportunities. Send im-

mediately: CV, photograph, and one recommendation to Rand
Uehara, Recruitment Coordinator, English Language Program, In-
ternational University of Japan, Yamato-machi.  Minami Uonuma-
gun, Niigata 949-72,  Japan. Absolutedeadline forreceiving applica-
tions: February 9,  1991. Selected applicants will  be interviewed in
Japan and at TESOL, Vancouver, March ‘92. Fax: 257-79-4441.

(SAPPORO) Two posts on the English department faculty as in-
structors of English starting April 1, 1992. Teaching experience in
Japan preferred. M.A. or equivalent in TEFL, English, linguistics or
related fields. Courses to be taught: Reading, conversation, compo-
sition, etc. Two years. Transportation provided for one way trip.
Salary: Commensurate with the applicant’s education and experi-
ence,  (Annual minimum: M.A. and no experience ¥3,831,213).  The
amount subject to yearly upward adjustments. Housing allowance
and other benefits provided. Opportunities: To work with students in
clubs, sports and religious activities. Send personal resume with list
of publications, copies of two main articles if any, photograph and
names and addresses of three references to be submitted no later than
December, 1991 to: Professor Rikiya Kato, Dean, Faculty of Litera-
ture, Hokusei Gakuen University, Nishi 2-3-1,  Ohyachi, Atsubetsu-
ku, Sapporo,  Japan 004. Hokusei Gakuen  University is a four-year
liberal arts university located in Sapporo  (population 1,700.000),
Hokkaido, Japan. The Hokusei schools (now six in all)  began as a
Protestant mission school for girls over 100  years ago. Hokusei
Gakuen  University is co-educational with a student body of approxi-
mately 2.600.

TOKYO. Hino-shi) Full-time position as English teacher in com-
pany classes beginning January, 1992. We are looking for a long-term
association (minimum 1 year), unique opportunity for a teacher
interested in curriculum planning and the experience of working
within a Japanese company. 40 hours/week (16-18 hours in class)
Monday through Friday; occasional weekend intensives at our training
center near Mt. Fuji. Starting salary approximately ¥4,200,000/year
depending on qualifications. Requirements B.A. or B.Ed.,  TESL/
TEFL qualified or teaching experience. Part-time positions are also
available. Send resume and recent photo to Yokogawa Medical
Systems, 4-7-127 Asashigoaka. Hino-shi,  Tokyo 191, Attn: Tina
Tidwell or call  0425-85-5112  for more information.

(TOKYO) A number of openings for EFL teachers to start full-time
from April 1, 1992. Pan-time work also available. Requirements:
B.A. or higher and at least two years teaching experience. A TEFL
qualification such as the RSA preferred.  Working conditions: pleasant
friendly set-up (over 50 teachen); good pay and benefits; one-year
renewable contract; 18-20 teaching hours per week; five-day week;
good holidays; free use of fitness centre. Students: 18 to 20-year-old
vocational students and/or children, high school,  and adult evening
students. Creative possibilities: design own seminar/elective classes,
develop materials. Salary based on qualifications and experience.
Send resume, photo and letter by February 1, 1992 to: Ms. Ayano
Emura,  Tokyo YMCA College of English, 7 Kanda,  Mitsoshiro-ku,
Tokyo 101. Fax: 03-3293-9474.

(YOKOHAMA) Clarke Consulting Group is seeking a qualified
English Language Communication Specialist to design, implement
and evaluate English language and intercultural communication
skills training programs for Japanese managers  and engineers at U.S.
Fortune 500 multinational R&D Center. Qualifications: M.A. in
TEFL/ESL or related field: at least three years of teaching experi-
ence, preferably in business context with Japanese in Japan. Please
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ACADEMIC READING?
ITHE NAME TO REMEMBER IS HBJ

1 Jimi+  and 1dca.s / /Concepts  and conunents]
A beginning reader for students of A high beginning/low intermediate ESL
English as a Second Language reader
Patricia Ackert Students’ Book 208pp. VII .900 Patricia. Ackert
Answerkey ¥4,700 Cassette ¥3,000 Students’  Book 272pp. ¥1,900 Instructor ’s Manual ¥4,700

The Insights and Ideas Listening Taskbook (Shari Berman)
Students’ Book ¥980 Cassette ¥2,800

1.’
My& llkW&<---j  1 Inmxt

Upper elementary reading skills Reading skills for intermediate -advanced
J. Kalnitz  and K. Reyen Judd students of English as a Second Language

J. Zukowski-Faust, S. Johnston, C. S. Atkinson,
192pp. ¥1,800 and E. Templin

Students’ Book 320pp. ¥l.900 Instructor’s Manual ¥4,700

Reading skills for intermediate-advanced Skills for building comprehension and voca-
students of English as a Second Language bulary
J. Zuk’owski-Faust, S. Johnston, and C. S. Atkinson Betty Sobel and Lorraine C. Smith
Students’ Book 288pp. ¥1,900  Instructor’s Manual ¥4,700 Students’ Book 208pp. ¥1,900  Original  Edit ion with Answer key

¥3,300.~- -_ _-__ ___I
(IEncounters  Third Edition] [..m.mQgr  j&bal  Village

Paul Pimsleur, Donald Berger, and Bever-
ly Pimsleur

Angela Labarca, and
James M. Hendrickson

An ESL Reader A reader with an international empha-
A compilation of journalistic articles sis for low-intermediate students.
organized progressively according to Reading selections have been adapted
level of difficulty and addapted to a from a wide variety of sources for their
1,500-word  English vocabulary. Ap- general student interest as well as for
propriate for use in basic courses as their cross-cultural emphasis.
well as at the intermediate level in non-
intensive programs.

226 pp. ¥1,800

I 192 pp. ¥1,820 Instructor’s Manual ¥700

A group of ten biographical sketches, all but one written
for this book, of contemporary Americans who have made
unique and significant contributions  to our society. For
high-intermediate and advanced ESL students in courses
requiring a reading text for one or two semesters, either
alone or with a grammar/conversation book. Ten units of
four parts each are arranged in order of increasing com-
plexity. Each unit opens with a brief statement about the
subject’s field of endeavor, followed by a profile.

----~- _--~- _--- _-__ - ---- -

Lucette Rollet  Kenan ’ I



CHOOSE THE BEST

BBC BEGINNERS’ ENGLISH
l  TWO stages from False Beginner to

Lower intermediate level

l  Up to date methodology with

activity based approach

l  Listening and Speaking skills

carefully integrated

THE LOST SECRET

l  Unforgettable and gripping video

action at Elementary level

l  systematic revision of basic grammar

and language for use in everyday

situations

l  Students’ Book (monolingual and

bilingual) and Teacher’s Guide

available

111

MEYNARD
PUBLISHING

LTD.

To: MEYNARD PUBLISHING LIMITED
Ogura Bldg. 1-2-5 Nishi-sugamo,  Toshima-ku, Tokyo 170
Tel:03-5394-3500 Fax:03-5394-3505

P/ease send more information :
0 BBC BEGINNERS’ ENGLISH 0 THE LOST SECRET

Name: ~~~__._- ~~~
School:
Address: ~~
(School/Home)



:‘,:;  ::t just keeps getting better. . ,

leaching English in Japan has never been so
good.
Now in its second successful year,  Japan’s
favorite  English course continues to delight
teachers and students across the bnd.
Designed for false beginners, the New English
Firsthand series offers a variety of lively,
imaginative classroom  activities to light up
your students’ motivation  and bring out
their communicative  abilities.

Wii probably the best teaching
manuals of their kind, New English

Firsthand and New English
Firsthand Plus offer teachers ideas,

stimulation, and support.
Now that's  something we al l  ffln

appreciate!

----------------

Please send me a free inspection copy of I
-New English Firsthand _New English Firsthand Plus 1

I
l- Tel:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Both New English Firsthand and New
English Firsthand Plus contai n these
components:
W  Student Book
W  1 cassette (70 minutes)
HTeacher’s  Manual

H
Lingual House

A division of

LONGMAN  ELT la



Positions

send resume or for further information contact: Buddy Moorehead,
Clarke Consulting Group, c/o Eastman Kodak (Japan) Research &
Development Center, l-2 Minomaru, Midori-ku. Yokohama,
Kanagawa 226, 045-943-7642.

(Cont’d from p. 55.)

WEST TOKYO
Topic : Poetry in the English Language Classroom
Speaker: Ann Jenkins
Date: Sunday, December 8th
T i m e : From 2:30 p.m.
Place: Arizona State Univ. Japan, in Hachioji (use either Keio

Hachioji Stn.  or JR  Hachioji Stn.  and walk 15min. of take
#50 or #54 bus from JR Stn. to Owada Mae stop. Map
available on request.)

Fee: Members free; non-members ¥l,000
Info: Tim Lane, (W) 0426-46-0528  (H) 0426-48-7084

Poetic devices occur in many kinds of text-songs, advertise-
ments, prose, cartoons, etc. Poetry is an example of language in
use-authentic samples of written text. Why not use it? Participants
will work through some of the activities and techniques presented.
Also discussion of potential problems and their possible solution.

YAMAGATA
Fumio Sugawara, 0238-85-2468

YAMAGUCHI
Yayoi Akagi, 0836-65-4256

YOKOHAMA
Ron ‘Thornton, 0467-3 l-2797

Legal Information for Teachers:
Prohibition of Contract of Indemnity

Recently, labour  union consultants in the metropolitan Tokyo
area became involved in an attempt to resolve a labour  dispute
on behalf of a former  employee of a conversation school. The
school had been demanding that employees sign an agreement
entitled “Non-completion/Termination of Contract.” This
agreement entailed, among other things, an indemnity clause,
which is in direct violation of Article 16: Ban on Contract of
Indemnity [Labour  Standards Law No. 49, April 7.  1947,
Supplementary Provisions - Ministry of Labour  Ordinance
No. 15, May 16, 1951].

The afoementioned agreement stipulated a minimum dam-
age liability of ¥375,OOO.  which the employee would have to
pay if he or she did not fulfill the employment contract. There
was also a list of items for which the teacher was held to be
financially responsible, e.g. advertising. replacing the teacher,
loss of school income (normal  costs of running a business).
Article 16 prohibits the practice of fixing in advance either the
sum payable to the employer for breach of contract or the
amount of indemnity for damages. This  prohibition holds no
matter what the reason for noncompletion of contract, includ-
ing change of occupation, homecoming, or unlawful acts by the
employee. Indemnity clauses are prohibited because they could
be used to bid employees into being forced to work against
their will (involuntary servitude). Further information can be
obtained from a local Labour  Relations Office.

Information  provided by Thorn Simmons
Kanto Teachers Union Federation

phne/fax:  045-845-8242 (h); fax: 03-3433-0334 (o)

P the new course for young Japanese adults

P will be published under the new title:

ON THE BALL,
Call & Language Resources:

Kobe (078) 3 8 2  0394/5 Tokyo (03) 5992 9401 Nagoya (052) 2 0 1  0618
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Inside MODERN ENGLISH CYCLE ONE
A short introduction to help you select from among the 10 books of the series.

Modern English, Cycle One offers systematic lessons of communication exercises
each preceded by f luency pract ices-both teacher-centered formats and pairwork-
for learning in sequences of controlled to freer practice and extended freer conver-
sations, introducing a great wealth of conversational expressions and vocabulary.

Book Topics Main Grammar Points

- l  Getting acquainted. l  Present and present progressive tenses.
H l Nationalities.
s

l  Articles, Pronouns.

Ei
0 Personal qualities. 0 Singular/plural contrasts.
l  The Weather .  l  Adjectives, adverbs.

a 0 Parties. Sports.
=

l  Past tense and expressions of past time.
-
=

l Shopping and bargains. l  Question words. Future with going to.

&
0 Cost per unit. l  Possessives. There with indefinite subjects.
0 U.S. currency.
l  Giving directions.

0 Swimming. l  Verb + to + verb. Tag questions.
l  Describing the weather. l  Two-word verbs. Be + preposition.
l  Going out. Coming home. l  How and by. Why and because.
l  Conversations on the p h o ne.

l  Checking the fridge.
l Business phone calls.
l About a fire.
l  Travel  abroad.

l  Uncountable nouns and determiners.
l  The future and future  progressive tenses.
0 The perfect and perfect progressive tenses.
a Present and past participles.

_-

l  Shopping for gifts.
l  Getting nervous.
l A trip abroad.
l  Time for the family.

l  Talking about Europe.
l  Moving to a new city.
l  About the children.
l  Shopp ing .
l An adventure.
l Caught  in the rain.

l  Verbs with two objects. l  Verb + ing/Verb + to.
l  Used to for past time. l  When and while clauses
l  Reported speech. Modals.

l  Comparisons with adjectives and adver  bs.
l  Superlatives. Too and enough.
l It  replacing gerund.
l Verbs of perception.
l It  and there for weather.

q l A job interview.
=
g

l Get t ing  he lp .

s l Future plans.
l A press conference.

= l How-to instructions.
M l Off to America.

- -E=, l At the office.
- l Parts of the body.

l Accidents and ailments.
l Midnight capture.

l The past perfect and past perfect progressive  tenses.
l Clauses with before and after; or else, if, u n l e s s
l While and during contrasted. l indirect questions.
l Verb + object + to + verb.

_-..---_-_
l Conditional and passive forms.
l Answering How questions with by + nouns, with +

noun, and adverbs of manner.
a Question word + to + verb.

 --
a 0 jumping to conclusions. l Relative clauses. l Where, when, why as relative
=5
=A l Horror movies. pronouns. l Conditionals. l The passive with yet.

T
l First day at work. l Have/get something done. l Make, let, hove + object
l Eating out. + verb. l Subjunctive with suggest, insist, recom-
l An absent-minded professor. mend.

3 p- l About the landlady. l Review of Books 1-9. The important points of the

Is B
l At the travel agency. course are covered in new formats.

i -= l Talking business,
l A short story: “Richard and Valerie.”

seido language institute
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GOOD TEXTS
NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE!
This is what teachers tell us:

“Getting Together works. ” “Getting Together really gets my students talking.” “The tasks
in Getting Together are so interesting.” “Practical English gives them all the basics.” “Prac-
tical English really teaches them all the grammar they need.

So many teachers can’t be wrong.

Practical English
1, 2, and 3, Second Edition

Tim Harris with illustrations by Allan  Rowe

Teaches four basic language skills-listening,
speaking, reading, writing-with emphasis on
oral communication in book 1 and increased
attention to reading and writing in books 2 and
3. Inductive in approach; uses a variety of in-
structional contexts-preliminary oral work, i l-
lustrated situations and dialogues, oral
exercises or drills, illustrated reading passages
with comprehension questions, and review
drills, exercises, and grammar frames-to teach
each new grammar point.

Practical English 1 Second Edition
ISBN: 0-15-570912-7
Practical English 2 Second Edition
ISBN: 0-15-570920-8
Practical English 3 Second Edition
ISBN: 0-15-570928-3
Split-Volume Editions Available

Getting Together
An ESL  Conversation Book
Susan Stempleski, Alison Rice, and Julia
Falsetti

A beginning/low intermediate text which can
be used as a core text in a conversation course
or with another book for grammar/conversa-
tion courses, for one or two semesters. Flexi-.
bly organized, the f i f teen units  are
self-contained and can be used in any order.
The task-oriented, information-sharing activi-
ties for pairs and small groups which accom-
pany every unit are based on everyday themes
such as “Getting From Here to There,” or
“Food and Drink.” Each unit contains about
two hours of classrom  activities, including in-
terviews, cultural problems for discussion,
map activities, puzzles, brain teasers, and im-
provisations. Extensively illustrated with draw-
ings, photos, maps, and cartoons.

Paperbound 178 pages
ISBN: 0-15-529598-5



MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

JALT is a professional organization dedicated to the improvement oflanguage learning and teachingin Japan, a vehicle
for the exchange of new ideas and techniques and a means of keeping abreast of new developments in a rapidly
changing field. JALT, formed in 1976, has an international membership of over 4,000. There are currently 36 JALT
chapters throughout Japan (listed below). It is the Japan affiliate of International TESOL (Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages) and a branch of IATEFL (International Association of Teachers of English  as a Foreign
Language).

Publications - JALT publishes The Language Teacher, a monthly magazine of articles and announcements on
professional concerns, and the semi-annual JALT Journal. Members enjoy substantial discounts on Cross Currents
(Language Institute of Japan).

Meetings and Conferences-The JALT International  Conference on Language Teaching/Learning attracts  some
2,000 participants annually. The program consists of over  300 papers, workshops, colloquia and poster sessions, a publishers’
exhibition of some 1,000m2, an employment center, and social events. Local chapter meetings are held on a monthly or bi-
monthly basis in each JALT chapter, and National Special Interest Groups, N-SIGs, disseminate information on areas of
special interest. JALT also sponsors special events, such as conferences on Testing and other themes.

Chapters - Chiba, Fukui, Fukuoka, Gunma, Hamamatsu, Himeji, Hiroshima, lbaraki, Kagoshima, Kanazawa,
Kobe, Kyoto, Matsuyama, Morioka, Nagano, Nagasaki, Nagoya, Nara, Niigata, Okayama, Okinawa, Omiya, Osaka,
Sapporo, Scndai, Shizuoka, Suwa, Takamatsu, Tokushima, Tokyo, Toyohashi, Utsunomiya, West Tokyo, Yamagata,
Yamaguchi, Yokohama.

Awards for Research Grants and Development - Awarded annually. Applications must be made to the JALT
President by September 1.  Awards are announced at the annual conference.

Membership-Regular Membership (¥7,000) includes membership in the nearest chapter. Joint Memberships (¥12,000),
available to two individuals sharing the same mailing address, receive  only one copy of each JALT publication. Group
Memberships (¥4,500/person)  are available to five or more people employed by the same institution. One copy of each
publication is provided for every five members or fraction thereof. Applications may be made at any JALT meeting, by using
the postal money transfer form (yuhin furikae) found in every issue of The Language Teacher, or by sending a check or money
order in yen (on a Japanese bank) or dollars (on a U.S. bank) to the Central Office.

CENTRAL OFFICE:
Shamboru  Dai 2 Kawasaki 305, 1-3-17  Kaizuka, Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki,  Kanagawa,  Japan 210

Tel.: (044) 245.9753 Fax: (044) 245-9754 Furikae  Account: Yokohama 9-70903, Name:  "J A L T "
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A 10-part documentary  video 1' J A P A N E S E
designed not only
to give you a good grasp
of the Japanese language,

'\,,,,, a*$& l
I>,_

but a “flavor”
‘, L A N G U A G E  A N D  P E O P L E

‘\

~ of the country, Japan.
1. \\,

~ Narratedin English and produced
by the BBC in England.

-fl Introductions
I

2 1 All in the family

i

I

~ ;, Acla~Y~ work

15  1 Schooltime

[d On the road

, 7 Eating, drinking and
A entertaining
?81  Time out
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